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"Governor Mills has appointed ths
following notaries: Atanaalo Rolbal,
N.
Pecos, San Miguel county; James ua-moHarper, Red Rock, Qrant county;
Sanches, Penaaco, Taos county;
Jesus M. Martinez, East Las Vegas,
San Miguel county.
For the Treasury.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
has received the following sums for
the treasury: From Jacobo Chaves,
Insurance fund $4,360.18; from Chas.
V. Safford, traveling auditor, bank ex
isn
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Warden Gable. 16.25; Territorial Sec
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to win at any price has, until recentTHE NEWSPAPER,
is writing
Will Irwin In tolller's
ly, been responsible for the ugliest
kind of 'professionalism" on both the what he and Collier's deem the first
When we phlloBophlc history ot journalism. The
gridiron and the diamond.
teach our boys In school that honor- articles are Incisive; they are lllu
able defeat In their games is neither mlnatlng and Instructive, but thus far
a tragedy nor a disgrace; wnen we they have been only the minute re
and ports ot the student at the dissect
teach them tq 'play the game'
Will Irwin, before he set
not to 'win the game" should be ing table.
their ambition; when those boys take out to write his philosophic history ot

A GREAT EVENT.
In the multitude of daily happenings, It la very difficult to Judge the
But
relative Importance of events,
very few of the readers of the New
Mexican would have picked out an
Item on the first page yesterday, which
stated that all parties In the HouBe
ot Commons ot Great Britain would
select a committee to further the
proposal, at one, of
the greatest Incidents in many years.
of
Yet, It Is this Taft proposition
submitting all questions, Including
even those of national honor, between
Great Britain and the United States
to arbitration that Is the most signifi
decade thus
cant
event of the
far.
Even
if the present attempt falls, the fact that the attempt was made, will do more for
world peace than anything that has
happened to date in the world's history.
Humanity may eventually forget every event in the Taft administration, but this will be one ot the
episodes that will be the lust to drop
Into oblivion.
between
arbitration
Unlimited
Great Britain and the United States
a sure step toward the etabllshment
ot lasting peace between all nations
declare,
on earth, such, enthusiasts
Is the promise held forth in the speech
In which Sir Edward Grey so strongTaft't proPresidents
ly endorsed
nouncement! in favor of the peaceful
adjudication! ot all international

THE WORLD DO MOVE.
Some fourteen or fifteen years ago,
Sauta Fe businessmen, with consider
able enthusiasm and hopefulness,
fruit evaporator
built an
on the south side. For years, the
Santa Fe valley had produced so much
fruit that large quantities for which
no immediate market was found, was
wasted. But no sooner was the evaporator in running ordor, when a series
of spring frosts Btruck Santa Fe, The
fruit crop was thinned out and the
evaporator soon shut down tor lack of
raw material and efficient help,.
It
the experiment had been made at the
present day, the smudge pot, perhaps,
would have prevented the failures as
far as fruit supply ii concerned. Says
the Albuquerque Journal:
"The spectacle ot tens of thousands
of smudge pots placed In the orchards
of the Fecos valley, with 90,000
gallons ot oil in storage, an elabor
ate alarm system and all the automobiles in the valley placed at the disposal of fruit growers, shows rather
convincingly that smudging has come
to stay in the southeastern New MexAll these elaborate
ico fruit belt.
preparations cost money, but the
believe It is as cheap as
Insurance and having found out that
damage from frost can be averted
they are willing to spend the money.
This smudging system Is an expressive example of the fact that natural
obstacles onoe regarded as inevitable
dispensations ot providence can be
easily overcome by the use ot a few
brains and a little energy. The idea
of fighting Jack Frost was once re
garded as visionary as endeavoring
to hold back the tide or stop the sun
in Its course, granting that the sun
thousands of
does move.
Those
smudge pots on the Pecos are sig
one of the modern
nificant of
triumphs of science over nature.
"This brlngB our thoughts around
to the fact that the Rio Grande valley Is Just as good ft fruit country
as the Pecos valley, but tbat fruit
growers still cling to the old tradition that if there is to be frost there
is to be frost and frost means the
loss of fruit. There is no reason why
our farmers here Bhould Btay in t rut
which is a thing ot the past In the
Pecos valley.
Smudging Is Just as
practicable here as there and the adoption of the smudging system means
fruit every year here instead of very
few years when the early frosts don't
happen to get the buds,
People don't spend thousands of dol
lars for smudge pots and oil unless
they know it's worth the money and
if it pays on the Pecos it should pay
here.

RECIPROCITY AND THE FARMER'S
HOME.

The representatives of the State
Department In negotiating the ReciCanada
with
procity Agreement
sought to do something In the way
of cheapening
the cost of the farmer'! home.
Mr, Edward Hlnes, the
representative of the lumber Interests,
when he appeared before the Senate
Finance Committee, said he did not
think
there was any neoesslty for
The contrary view
cheaper lumber.
was taken by the American negotiator!.
Lumber furnishes the most
Important commodity of the article
which are exempt from- duty, or have
the duties lowered, by the United
which Is
States.
Rough lumber,
made entirely free, is, of course, the
most Important
material
in home
'
The United States buys
building.
18 million dollars per annum and upwards on this class ot lumber from
Canada, and the duties remitted to the
American people amount to more than
Planed or finished lumber
(1,250,000,
is heavily reduced, as are laths and
palings.
When It comes to roofing, the farmer gets the benefit, whether be uses
of
shingles, slate, or manufactures
On all of these articles the
asbestos.
reduction! are heavy and especially
on shingles,
When It comes to laying the foundation of his home, there Is also a material reduction made on all classes
ot building stone. If cement enters
into the construction, as it does In
many homes, he gets tbe further benefit of gypsum, or plaster ot rock,
which Is made free.
Gypsum now
enters very largely not only Into stucco work, but into ordinary Portland
cement, which 1b used extensively,
When the farmer comes to paint
his house, he has the further benefit
which enters into paint

OWE AN ACCOUNTING TO THE
PUBLIC.
The New Mexican does not want the
Chamber of Commerce to be s "muok-raking- "

organization, or to wield Its
influence against individual office holders, but it does like Its attitude of
the correct accounting of
requiring
publlo monies and the proper expenditure ot publlo funds. To make stire
of this, there should be a rigid Inquiry into expenditures and the accounting of publlo funds in the past,
The New Mexican, for instance, does
not remember having
ever leen or
published a satisfactory detailed report of the receipts and disbursement
of municipal funds. It does not know
of the municipal
account! having
ever been rigidly audited, but It has
heard ugly rumors from time to time
in the past two decades, ot licenses
being collected and not accounted for;
ot only a few hundred dollar! In poll
taxes being turned into the publlo
school treasury each year, although
there are 1,500 men In Santa Fe subject to tbe payment ot a dollar each;
of the diversion of funds into Improper
ohannels, all matters tha cannot be
proved and cannot be denied, because
there is no system ot bookkeeping or
ot accounting in municipal or even
county affairs that measures up to the
modern standard.
The New Mexican
has faith in the Innate honesty of local office holders, especially those entrusted with fiduciary responsibilities,
but tbat does not explain or excuse
the tact that neither the county treasurer nor the city treasurer publish
quarterly accounts of receipts and dls-bursements, as does tbe territorial
treasurer.
Certainly, the tax payer

Journalism, should have been for ten
of a
years the editor or publisher
newspaper In a town like Santa Fe
is
His intimacy
or Albuquerque.
only with the sanctums ot the metroJOHN K. 8TAUFFER.
Still, he was not far
r.
politan papers.
Seoretary-Trsssurswrona when he said In a recent lec
ture:
Entered as Second Class Hatter
"The ethics of the Journalists them
Postoffice.
Banta Fe
selvesthe newspaper writers are
constantly going up. But the ethical
RATES OP SUBSCRIPTION.
tone ot the newspapers is constantly
.18
$
carrier
Dally, per week, by
going down. The fault Is with the man
76
carrier
by
month,
Daily, per
He is
who met a hold of the paper,
66
Dally, per month, by mall
s business man. He has to have con
MO
...
mall
month!,
three
by
no
Dally,
paper
siderable money, because
1.60
Dally, six months, by mall
In this city Is worth less than two mil
T.00
Dally, one year, by mall
And It has been my experi
lions.
LET IT REMAIN MORIARTY.
36
Weekly, per month
On general principles, the frequent ence that men who have amassed a
60
Weekly, per quarter
ot
names
million or two have lost their Ideals.
postoffices
1.00 change ot the
Weekfy, ilz month, by mall
to be condemned. No sooner have the So the newspaper writers are bossed
100
Wxkl.'. per year
have
and wronged by the men who
public and postoffice employes
The Weekly New Mexican Review come accustomed to one name, then
no sympathy with their moral views."
IB the oldest newspaper In New Mexsome one seised with a mania for
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has a right to suspect
The New Mexican has heard strong, rance
Is
Labor party in the last Parliament
county. The present name has matinee Idol In appearance this
The New Mexican would therefore
able men remark: "This can't be
gained some tame, it is distinctive. Maximilian Harden, the most potent "The Secretary for Foreign Affairs
suggest to the Chamber of Commerce,
done.
It is no use trying to make and
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that It do as tbe commercial bodies
What la
Santa Fe a modern city.
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....

that tradition from school to college
and from college into active life
then we shall begin to hear the last
ot political corruption, and of 'stolen'
franchises, and of 'Lorlmerlzed' Legis
It Is
latures; but not until then.
easier, ot course, In viewing our public conditions, to charge all the vice
to the corporations and the bosses
and to 'Big Business' and to the
Trusts; but, when we have the cour
age to search down to first causes,
we will find that the initial responsi
bility rests with us at a people, and
that the remedy lies with us, and
with us only."
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CERTAIN

Many a Santa Fs Citizen Know
Surf They Are.

HIE

PLAY

Benefit Performance, "The
Masqueraders", Here
April 20 and 21
JOE

BREN

IS THE
'

Local Talent Will Furnish the
Splendid Catt In "Two
Act Dream."
The Beavers, both Individually ana

as a lodge, are enthusiastic over the
prospects of their first appearance In
This will be In a presentapublic.
tion of Joe Bren' "two act dream"
"The Masqueraders," which will be
produced here on April 20th and 21th.
To say that Joe Bren and his charming little wife are to be back with us
Is as an effective advertisement as can
be given a performance and the success with which he is meeting whenever he Is producing this play Is a
guarantee of the most finished performance ever given by amateurs In
this city.
Last December, when the clever
Bren couple put on "The Inside Inn"
for the local lodge of Elks, many were
disappointed because they did not get
to see It, It being presented but once
The Beavers feel that they have a
better show than even the catchy
"Inside Inn," and are going to present
It two nights.
The cast has been practically decided on and the following old favor
ltes will be among the principals:
As Aunt Matilda, the owner of the
department store, Mrs. Cartwrlght
will, as usual, be one of the features
of the play. As character
actress,
Mrs. Cartwrlght is well known and the
following quotation from a recent letter received from Mr. Bren shows
what Impression Bhe has made on him.
"One thing Is certain, you must have
the lady that played Sylvia Madeline
Ripley in our other show, for Aunt
Mat"
Heinle Dlnkelsplel, a rent collector
r
and forced
dispenser? Gus,
No one else could. The
of course.
and as
part is rich in Its comedy
Koch and Keefe will have their usual
dialogue lltle need be Bald to further
guarantee success In the comedy
parts.
Miss Genevieve
Morrison, whose
clever Ingenue work as the maid In
the "Inside Inn' attracted much favorable comment, will be Birdie McOulre,
a shop girl, whose affections lean
toward Bunk, a race track tout. The
part is a delicious bit and Miss Morrison can be depended on to find Its
every possibility.
Frank Keefe, alias George Cohan,
111
take the prominent part of Bob
West, a floor walker with a line of
talk that will make you sit up and
Back
take notice between laughs.
talk and Impertinent chatter; Keefe
takes it, nuff said.
E. P. Davles will be Harry Darling,
nice name, the manager of Aunt
Mat's department store. Well, he Is
vit nice man and the part is his
Ithout doubt,
George Volney Howard will double
as a French Count and an Anarchist.
As the Anarchist with his bomb trailing down the man who sold him a
"bum cigarsky" he Is the "feed" for
much of the comedy, and tha French
Count is as usual a character part
filled with many chances for clever
work.
Mr. Howard played the part
of John Smith In "Why Smith Left
Home" and that means that he will
sieze the possibilities.
And GladyB Vandergould, the bright
light around whom the moths all flutter, the owner of Bluebird, will be
by Miss May
cleverly Interpreted
Bunk says, "Say pard, whenForee.
ever a lady owns a horse always bet
And It's the best one bet
on 'er."
that MIsb Foree will get all there Is
In her part and then some.
Mrs. Bren takes the part of Virginia,
a part filled with clever specialties.
Her Imitation of Bessie Clifford In the
Yama Yama dance Is alone worth the
price of admission and her pleasing
personality insures an evening of
laughter and delight
The parts have all arrived and most
of them have been assigned so that
there will be no cramp for time at
the finish. Immediately upon the l
of Mr. Bren, active rehearsals
will begin and the dates, April 20th
and 21st, are ones to be anticipated
theatreby the many appreciative
goers of Santa Fe.
TENT COTTAGE TAKE8
CHANGE

OF VENUE.

It Was Moved On Wheels From
8treet to Tesuque Hill
Without Difficulty.

o

Many people have heard of VThe
House of a Thousand Candles" and
"The House Beautiful," etc., but today
on
Santa Feans saw "The House
Wheels." It was the tent cottage owned by M. Flick on Gallsteo Street, near
Manhattan avenue, and was being
moved on a truck to Tesuque Hill,
where Superintendent Clark has Just
purchased seven acres. The house occupied a large portion of Washington
avenue, as it was headed toward the
Federal Building and attracted much
attention.
It resembled a covered automobile
raised to the "n 'th power," said a
scientist who saw It.
FOR CHILDREN.
8AFE MEDICINE
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
medicine for
effective
n
and
safe
Is
children as It does not contain opiates
or harmful drugs. The genuine Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound Is In a yellow package. Sold by all druggists.

I

RESULTS
How

WAS HE ALSO
ARE LEAVING

Nothing uncertain anout tha wck

of Doan's Kidney Pills In Santa r o.
There Is plenty of positive proof it
this in the testimony of citizens. Such
evidence should convince the most
skeptical doubter, Read the following

statement:
Mrs. Descderla J. de Qulnlana, Col"Sev
lege St.. Santa Fe, N. M says:
eral years ago I used Doan's Kidney
Pills and I was cured of a bad attack
of kidney complaint. At that time a
statement appeared In the local pa1
pers, telling of my experience and
now take pleasure In confirming all
that was then said In favor of Doan's
Kidney Pills, I had pains In my bacx
that made It difficult - for me to stoop
an there ware othe.- troublea which
were
plainly showed that my kidneys
at fault. Soon after I began taking
Doan's Kidney Pills, Improvement
was noticeable and tho contents of
two boxes restored m7 kidneys to
their normal condition and removed
the pain from my bock. I am glad to
has
say that during the time that
since passed, my cure has been per
rusnent."
For sale by all dealers. Price SO
to., annuo,
cents. Foster-MHburNew York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
AN IMPORTANT
BY

DECI8ION

JUDGE ROBERTS

Cannot Impose License
Agents Taking Orders for
Stores Outside of 8tate.

Territory

on

Raton. N. M March 31. That a
person who solicits orders of merchandise for a firm located in another state
and delivers the goods upon their arrival to the purchasers Is engaged In
Interstate commerce and is not
to take out a license under the
territorial statutes is the opinion given by Judge Clarence J. Roberts in
the case of the Territory of New Mexico against F. 0. Wasman. That the
actB of the legislature. In so far as
they affect interstate commerce, ara
unconstitutional and void Is a statement included in the opinion of the
court. Judge Roberts yesterday" in
Raton adjudged Wasman not guilty.
The case was heard In chambers
by Judge Roberts some time ago.
After hearing lengthy arguments for
Attornay
the territory by District
Charles W. G. Ward and for the de
fendant by Veeder and Veeder, the
Judge withheld bis decision.
Wasman while at Las Vegas repre
senting Loverln and Browne, whole
sale grocers of Chicago, was arrest 3d
months ago for transacting
Beveral
business without a license. The arrest was made on the text of the tera
ritorial statutes which required
heavy license. The license was made
prohibitive, it Is said, to protect lo
cal dealers throughout the territory,
it being required that a heavy bond
be denoslled and that a license be
taken out In each county.
WaBman's attorneys set up the
claim that the laws were unconstitutional and Interfered with interstate
commerce, which makes it lawful for
a firm located In one state to sell Its
wares In other states and territories,
It was maintained by the territory
e
canvass done
that the
by Wasman required a license, as he
It
was, to all intents, a peddler.
was shown by Wasman, however, that
he did not sell his goods from a stock
brought In on his own responsibility
but that he took orders, which he delivered after they had been filled at
the wholesale grocery. This placed
hlin on practically the same basis as
a traveling salesman.
Judge Roberts' opinion In this case
one. If It is sustain-eIs a
by the supreme court, where It
likely will be taken, the territorial
Btatutes will be repealed or are of no
effect.
0ns Conductor Helped Back to Work.
Mr. Willard Adams Is his name, and
he writes. "I was confined to my bed
with chronic rheumatism and used
two bottles of Foley's Kidney Remedy with good effect. The third bottle
put me on my feet and I resumed
work as conductor on the Lexington,

It will do all
Ky., Street Railway.
you claim in cases of rheumatism." It
For
clears the blood of uric acid.
sale by all druggists.
STREET IMPROVEMENT

WORK
AHEAD.

GOING RIGHT

Board of Education Will Help Patriotically to Make Santa Fe Town

Beautiful.

The policy of street improvements
is progressing rapidly. The paving of
Grant avenue however, will have to be
abandoned and Washington or Palace
the
avenue paved1 Instead, unless
board of education signs up for part
of the expense of the paving.
Sheridan street Is to be widened
from twenty to fifty feet ub the board
of education Bold lots on Grant avenue upon that condition and the plat
officially filed, calls for such a street.
This Is a wise policy on part of the
hoard, for which President Jose D.
Sena, former President T. B. Catron
and the other members deserve much
credit. Sooner or later, the city would
want a wide street across there any
way, but would have to pay hundreds
and perhaps thousands of dollars to
secure from property owners the necessary ground.
The fences on Marcy street will be
set back by the board and that will
make It one of the finest residence
streets In town.
The paving around the Fort Marcy
properly will be completed by the
Sfhool board, a gap having been left
inadvertently when the former paving
contract was let.
The city council will meet tomor
row and will discuss further street Improvements and other progressive policies. The widening of Pnlnce avs-nu- e
east of the Arroyo Sals, Is to
ue puaueu luiuugu.

Mounted Police Office It There Certainly Is Alarm in All Reappointed Except Mr
Old Mexico Says L. B.
Asked to Find San AnRuiz Who Is Succeeded
tonio Deaf Mute
VickRoy
by Samuel Bushman
NEW

MILITARY

INSTRUCTOR

ESCAPED

TERRIBLE

JAGUAR R.

F.

ASPLUNO'S

LETTER

Change in Clerical Force of Thrilling Experience in the Sierra Attorney General Clancy In
Madre Mountains
Territorial Secretary
Washington on Case Before
Related.
Nathan Jaffa.
Supreme Court- Tanned by the sun and exposure In
The New Mexloo Mounted Police
received an urgent request this morn- cldental to a five weeks' trio through
ing from San Antonio, Texas, asking Old Mexico, much of it made "on the
that the police authorities of New hurricane back of a mule," L. B. Vlck
Mexico aid In locating Daniel O. Wef- - Roy, the well known hardware merIng, a young man of San Antonio, chant of this city, has returned from
Texas, who 1b a deaf mute and who a trip to mining properties he Is Inhas been missing. He la described as terested in the state of Sonora.
5 feet 7 Inches tall; weight 156 pounds
Mr. VickRoy did not see any battles
and having a smooth, full face, dark
and regulars but
hair and light blue eyes and "very between lnsurrectosold
conditions in the
republic are not
white, even teeth." Any information
"I may Bay that
of bis whereabout Is to be sent to very encouraging,
movhis father A. H. Weflng, 625 San Pedro many rich Mexican families are
ing out of Old Mexico and hiking to
avenue, San Antonio, Texas.
They are selling
the United States.
New Instructor.
are
A dispatch has been received from much of their belongings and
Washington that the request of Ad coming to Uncle Sam's country to
jutant General Brookes which was ap avoid taking sides either with the fedproved by Governor Mills for the ap eral or the lnsurrecto forces.
"For thlB reason, cattle can be
pointment of Captain Michael S. Mur
ray, as Instructor of the New Mexico bought very cheap down there Just
National Guard, has been granted now and some people are buying, deof future
Over a year ago efforts were made to spite the
possibilities
get an additional Instructor of the trouble.
guard but the request has Just been
'Douglas, Arizona, and El Paso are
allowed. Captain Murray will have Just filled with Mexican people of
In
of
val
the work
the Pecos
charge
wealth and refinement who have left
ley, while the adjutant general con the Republic to seek the peace and
tinues as instructor In this section. freedom of our land.
Captain Murray is captain of Light
Offered Large Sums.
Battery A, New Mexico National
"To show how terrified residents of
National Guard with headquarters at
Old Mexico feel, I might cite an InRoswell.
stance: A minister we met In Old Mex
Inspection Tonight.
us to take $1,800 he had
Colonel W. S. Barlow, professor of ico asked
and bring it to this country to
military sciences and. tactics, New
In a bank for safe keeping. He
Mexico Military Institute, at Roswell
so anxious was he
arrived in the city this afternoon and asked no security,
will Inspect Company E, at the arm to get separated from his money lesi
And many others felt
ory tonight. He will inspect Company It be stolen.
F Monday night. His arrival here has the same about having cash around
naturally aroused keen interest among the house.
Travel Slow But Sure.
the guard as there has been much
Mr. Vlck Roy's mining property Is In
drilling lately preparing for inspec
tion.
the Sierra Madre mountains, about
Colonel Barlow Is a native of New 200 miles south of the line, and to
York City and is a very efficient off! aet to them he had to travel long dis
cer.
He and
tances on horse or on mule.
Sale of San Juan County Land.
his party camped out every night and
Land Commissioner R. P. Ervlen were followed by a man who camped
will make another attempt to sell at two nights later on the exact spot
public auction the farm at Farming- - where Mr. VIckRoy's party pitcnea
ton, San Juan county, which escheat o
In the middle of the night
nt.
ed to the territory by Its owner dying
heard a burro's peculiar
the
camper
intestate and leaving no heirs. At the
nf alarm, and. rifle in hand rush
pfv
bid
for
was
first sale, not sufficiently
out to find a terrible Mexican Jagthe farm and it was withdrawn. The ed
with Mr. Burro. The
second sale 1b Bet for, May 8, and will uar making away
no
there was
be made by Assistant Attbrney Gen- moon was out and
but so
tmnhio tn hit the lamar.
eral H. S. Clancy.
thick was his skin that the animal was
For the Treasury.
outTerritorial Treasurer M. A. Otero able to climb a tree and a second
has received the following sums for let had to be used to bring him down.
and
the treasury. Eugenlo Romero, treas- Mr, VickRoy met the traveler
urer San Miguel county, $503.27; from bought from him the skin of the ani- r
Game and Fish Warden Gable, 127.75; mal, thinking It would be a nice
Edward F. Safford, clerk of the first
of his own evening's camp on
that spot
district, clerks' fees $866.25.
8eeks Admission.
It seems that the grass was several
near
The Amarlllo National Life Insur- (w rtoon on the mountain-sid- e
ance Company of Amarlllo, Texas, ap- where the camp waB pitched and Mr.
plied to Insurance Commissioner
VickRoy recalled the fact that his
Chaves for admission to the Ter- horse would not budge more than fifty
ritory.
feet from camp the night he was
or. me
Land Entries.
there, despite the appearance
were
the
land entries tomntin Brass.
The following
It may be that the
at the local land office yesterday: Enwas
jaguar was then concealed and
rique Sisneros, Cuervo; Louis Mara favorable time to spring
tinez y Lujan, Willard; Fllomenlo awaiting
nnit the horse's horse sense warned
Chavez, Progreso; Tomas Baca, Wa- him to
stay close to the seat of pro
gon Mound; Peter Adamson, Fruit-land- .
tection,
Shipping Ammurltlon.
Incorporation.
nn Mo wbv to Old Mexico Mr. Vick
Articles of Incorporation were filed
of ammunition
in the territorial secretary's office by Roy saw 10,000 rounds
on the train at Douglas, Arl
Mexico Mines
the Buffalo-NeCo., loaded
consent ot
of nn Annnrently with the
which is capitalized at $1,000,000
the
which $600,000 has been subscribed In officials, he said. It Is thought that
stock. The chief office In New Mexico ammunition was for some mining
Is Red River, Taos county, and A. C. company in Old Mexico.
"We had a most delightful trip,"
Probert is the agent. The Incorporators are William W. Rope, Joseph F. said Mr. VickRoy, "and the outing
time
Rooney, Robert B. Rope and Frederick was exceedingly pleasant at this InOn my Juorney I met an
W. Rope.
of year.
teresting old gentleman, H. W. Loomls
Changes In Force.
There have been several changes hv name, and he stated that he once
In the clerical force of Territorial had a position in the revenue inspectSecretary Jaffa, as there Is less work or's office here and knew many Santa
for his office now that the details aris- Feans.
He Is now living with his
ing from the constitutional convention family at Becadehuachl, Province of
have been attended to. Mies Grace Sonora." Mr. VickRoy said that he
Williamson, stenographer, has been did not meet Morton Prince, the disappointed stenographer in the office tinguished Bostonlan, who has been
of Territorial Engineer Charles D. several months In Sonora, and who ex
Miller, and E. D. Lujnn who has held
soon to come to Douglas, Aria position In the office has gone to pects
"I did not meet any other
zona.
Las Vegas.
- he said, 'but I
Americans I knewCattle Sanitary Board.
are a good many Amert
The cattle sanitary board meeting hear there
to Old Mexico to
which was to have been held at Albu- cans who have gone
to business or make" investquerque on April 6th, has been post attend
poned for five days and will accord- ments."
ingly be held on April 10th. At this
follow the use
time some very important
reports Good results always
will be submitted to the members of ot Foley Kidney Pills. They give
prompt relief in all caBes ot kiuney
the board for their consideration.
and bladder disorders. Try them. Sold
Klock Will Fight.
"I shall take all necessary steps to by all druggists.
protect my legal rights," was all the
statement that George S. Klock, dis- W. JENNINGS BRYAN
AT WASHINGTON.
trict attorney would make yesterday
at Albuquerque In regard to the ap
House
Ready
pointment by the governor of Judge Now tho Democratic Business He
to Get Down to
E. A. Mann to succeed Mr. Klock. AtWill Crack the Whip.
torneys Burkhart and Stanb, for Klock
would say nothing yesterday, declinWilliam JenWashington, April
ing to take the case Into the news
'
Mr. nings Bryan Is In the national capital
papers, but It Is understood
Klock and his counsel are confident ri.iniHmr with the members of his
will
of the ultimate success of their case. party here that tomorrow there
The matter hinges chiefly on the ques- be called to order the first Democratic
tion as to whether or not the district House of Representatives In sixteen
numerous con
attorney is Included In the "county yenrs. Mr. Bryan had
or territorial offices," who hold over ferences with various leaders, includuntil the fli'Bt Btate election under the ing Champ Clark who tomorrow will
take the speaker's gavel.
provisions of the enabling act.

The following were the land entries
at the local land office yesterday

Educational Press 17.
School Boards 7.
Publishers 117.
Educational Supply Houses 63.
Unclassified 118.
Total 1,129.
The program for the meeting had
been carefully prepared,
and many
able addresses were made during the
different sessions. The general topic
of the
convention was educational
achievement and educational endeavor at the close ot the first decade of
the twentieth century. This topic
was subdivided as follows:
I. A Message of Achievement from
the Southland:
(1) The progress of its schools; (2)
The Ideals ot Its people; (3) The glory
ot its children.
II. The Present Status of Education In America:
(1) In elementary schools; (2) In
secondary schools; (3) In colleges and
universities,
III. Our Educational Advance and
Improvement Over the Past
(1) In city; (2) In state; (3) In na-

HAVE DETECTIVES
A

NEW T HE0RY7

Sleuths Are Still Seeking
Trail of Lai Vegas
Kidnapers
NO

ARRESTSMADE

YET

At Rogers Deplore Circulation
of Conflicting
Stories.
Special to the New Mexican.
April 4. Th
Las Vegas, N. M
force of sleuths at work on the kidnaping case here have so far failed
to bring to the bars of Justice the
men who stole little Waldo Rogers
and got $12,000 for the performance.
But the Sherlock Holmes brigade
has not let up an Instant, despite the
failure so far satisfactorily to solve
the problem which has aroused the
keen interest of the entire United
States.
The report of yesterday that the
persons implicated were Las Vegans
and near to the family are vigorously
denied today and the clues are said to
lead in quite a different direction.
Captain Fornoff head of the New Mexico mounted police, who has been
here on the case, has gone to Raton
but is expected back here In a day or
two.
Mr. Rogers Talks.
"Two or three Las Vegas persons
are undoubtedly Implicated and others
believed to have been connected are
likely in the southern part of the
county," said A. T. Rogers, father of
little Waldo Rogers, the child who
was kidnapped last week and restored
to his parents when t ransom of $12,-00drawn from local banks was paid.
Mr. Rogers, greatly deprecates
the
circulation of so many varying stories
about the affair and says that they
have "handicapped the officers" In
their work. "The secret service men
are busy on their clues and that is
about all the Information I feel at liberty to give out," said Mr. Rogers.
"Some of these stories I think were
started by persons we suspect of the
kidnapping. They are being shadowed, but further than this statement
we don't feel that It would be wise
to give out anything else."

Juan J. Martlne, Hyer; Moses Deru
sha, Comodore E. Perry, Estancla
John W. Sterret, Wagon Mound; An
drew Riser, Estancla; Florence Are! tion.
IV. The Coming of the Humane In
lanes, Chaperlto; Trinidad de Pino.
Gallsteo; Charles T. Heeler, Estancla; Education:
Texas.
R.
William
(1) The open-ai- r
school; (2) The
Taylor, Canadian,
training of the mentally and physicalImpaction Saturday Night.
re- ly
has
Brookes
General
The peace move(3)
unfortunate;
Adjutant
ceived word from Captain Barlow of ment and the public schools; (4) Ed(he Roswell Military Institute that he ucation of the American Indian.
will be here to Inspect Company E, V. The Progress and the True
New Mexico National Guard Saturday Meaning of the Practical in Educanight and Company F, Monday night. tion:
(1) In agriculture; (2) In vocationCompany F will drill tonight and
probably tomorrow night to get In per al training; (31 In the balanced course
of study and the
school.
fect trim for Monday's Inspection.
Back From Las Cruces.
Round table meetings were held by
Assistant Territorial Engineer C. H. the state and county superintendents,
Neel has returned from Las Cruces superintendents of larger cities, and
where he has been looking after the superintendents ot smaller cities, at
which various phases ot the leading
road work of the Dona
road and he has left F. O'Brien in topic were discussed.
sat
Is
The next meeting ot the department
progressing
charge. The work
will be held in St. Louis, with the
isfactorily, It is said.
the
For
following officers In charge: President
Treasury.
Territorial Treasurer Otero has re Supt. Charles E. Chadsy, Denver, Colo
ceived the sum of $400 from Territo rado; first vice president, Supt O. J
rial Auditor William O. Sargent as Kern, Rockford, 111. ; second vice pres
dining car license fees from the ident, Supt. H. J. Willingham, Mont
Southern Pacific and the El Paso & gomery, Ala.; secretary, Dr. Harlan
Southwestern railroads. Also the sum Updegraff, Washington, D. C.
The reception given the teachers
of $5 from Game and Fish Warden
Gable.
by the citizens of Mobile was hearty
and
the entertainment provided was
Checking Up.
Traveling Auditor Safford Is today much enjoyed. Chiefly did the visitors
VIchecking up the U. S. Bank and Trust appreciate a series ot Tableaux
five
Company of this city and Assistant vants representing Mobile under
French,
English,
Spanish,
Traveling Auditor Rankin Is check flags
American, and Confederate. Even in
ing up the county treasurer.
this hospitable southern city, howev
New Insurance Companies.
The Insurance department is ad er, hotels did raise rates and the ac
vised that the Southern Surety Com commodations were inadequate though
was considerable
pany of Muskogee, Okla., expects to the attendance
wuallfy In New Mexico
during the smaller than at previous meetings.
Two important reports were made
next few weeks.
and adopted one on key alphabet and
Mr. Clancy In Washington.
MINING CONDITIONS
ARE
Attorney General Frank W. Clancy the other on reports for city schools.
PROSPEROUS IN GRANT.
has gone to Washington to argue the When the first was brought up, a
case of Mariano F. Sena vs. the warm discussion was raised. Those
W. D. Murray, Hera From Sliver City,
American Turquoise Company before enlisted against spelling reform are
Say Healthseekers Are Seekthe U. S. Supreme Court. This case, also opposed to the manufacturing of
ing Silvery Climate Too,
which has been In the courts for a a key alphabet to indicate pronunciadecade and a half, Involves the own Ion. Included among the opponents
ot the adoption were Mr. Pattenglll
Mining conditions seem prosperous
ership of the turquoise mines, 14 miles
ot in Grant county," said W. D. Murray,
south of Santa Fe, which have furnish of Michigan and Mr. MacDouald
ed much turquoise to the Tiffanies of Kansas. The committee presenting banker, capitalist and booster,
of the legislature and member of
tha report had worked seven years
New York.
upon it and felt that action should be the constitutional
convention, who
District Attorneys.
Dr. Brown was In the city this morning.
AlGovernor Mills announced today t"he taken. It was only when
the
rescue, though a Republican from a Demonames of the district attorneys he and Mrs. Young came to
was
finally cratic county Mr. Murray Is proud ot
has appointed, their terms having run however, that the report
ex- adopted.
Grant's position as a metal producer.
out All of them are
forms
of
The
reports adopted for
"The Murray-ChlnCopper company
cent Alfredo Ruiz of Gallup, in 12th
Cumulative
included
"The
schools
city
district, McKlnley county, who Is suc Record Card" and a "Financial Re Is getting along well" he continued."
The company has put as many men as
ceeded by Samuel Bushman. Edward
I suggest that city superintend
to work on the mill at HurA. Mann la again apointed to succeed port"
of the possible
to
the
ents
write
department
George S. Klock In the sixth district Interior, bureau of education, Wash- ley.
"In Mogollon
country, Cleveland
comprising Bernalillo, Sandoval and ington, D. C, for these forms and that
The district at
and Weatherhead
have Just started
Valencia counties.
they ask also for copies of a pamphlet
torneys are therefore as follows:
of Statistics in School Adminis their mill and are shipping out bul
fee
lion.
First District Alexander Read, tration."
Farmlngton, San Juan and Rio Arriba
"The Socorro mines are keeping up
The department also adopted reso
counties.
their record and the Burro Mountain
lutions in substance as follows:
O.
W.
Charles
Second District
1. This department recognizes the district is about the same as usual."
Ward, Mora and San Miguel countleB. stradlly Increasing value of the UnitMr, Murray said that the climatic
E.
Remley,
District
Third
George
ed States bureau of education In gath- advantages of Silver City are being
Colfax
county.
Raton,
ering and making available education- more and more appreciated and that
H. H. McElroy, al facts and statistics.
Fourth District
many people, some of them quite
counand
Guadalupe
It endorses the earnest efforts that prominent, have come to Silver City
Tucumcarl, Quay
oth
and
of
this
members
ties.
department
in the past few months.
Fifth District E. C. Abbott, Santa er friends of education are making to
coun- firlher Increase the usefulness of the
and
Torrance
Taos
Santa
Fe,
Fe,
PLEA OF NOT GUILTY
bureau and hereby authorizes the outties.
ENTERED BY ULRICH.
Sixth District Edward A. Mann, Al going president of this department to
buquerque, Bernalillo, Sandoval and arpolnt a committee of five of which Charged
Booker
With Assaulting
he shall be chairman, to be known as
Valencia counties.
the Famous Negro
Washington,
E.
Griffith, the committee on the bureau of edu
Seventh District John
Educator at New York.
with the
Socorro. Socorro and Sierra counties. cation, which shall
New York, April 3. A formal plea
EdH.
W.
ueweiNational
of
H.
District
the
similar committee
Eighth
of not guilty was entered today by
lyn. Las Cruces, Dona Ana, Lincoln ucational Association in furthering Albert Ulrlch, a carpenter, arrested
the interests of educational progress two weeks
and Otero counties.
ago on the charge of asNinth District Louis- O. Fullen, thi"ugh the United States bureau of saulting Booker T. Washington, the
RoBwell,
Chaves, Curry, Eddy ana education.
negro educator. No date is set for
2. The question of the extension of
Roosevelt counties.
the trial.
DemfedTenth District A. W. Pollard,
ths amount and the character of
etal aid given to education is assum- THREE BOMBS CREATE
ing, Luna county.
J.
Francis
and demands
District
Eleventh
ing great Importance
HAVOC IN DANCE HALL.
he earnest consideration of all inter
Wright, Silver City, Grant county.
Bushman.
Samuel
ested
This
education.
in
Twelfth District
department
El Paso, Tex., April 3 Early Sunrecommends that this question be givGallup, McKinley county.
three bombs Were exThirteenth District O, T. Toombs, en a place upon the next program of day morning
ploded In a dance hall near the solthe
Union
county.
Clayton,
department
diers' quarters In Juarez, which deIt recommends the adoption by
Meeting of Superintendents.
of school authorities of the forms of rec-u- stroyed the place and killed and maimChief Clerk Rupert F. Asplund
The garrison
number of people,
and reports as submitted by its ed a
the department of education has 1bwas immediately ordered out and GenBued the following letter giving a committee on uniform school reports,
eral Navarro rushed to the scene.
brief
description of the matters' piovided that said forms shall be mod-lllebuildand Improved as may be found Soldiers surrounded the wrecked
brought up at the annual meeting of
and
have
prevented
effectually
coning
to
of
from
year
superintendents
by
year
the department
expedient
held by the National Educational As- ference of the United States bureau the disclosure of any particulars.
sociation In Mobile, Ala., recently and of education, the bureau of the census,
which he attended as New Mexico's tilt National Association of School ROBBERS GOT $3,000
WORTH OF STAMPS.
Accounting Officers and the commitrepresentative:
3. The
Healdsbura-- . Calif.. Anrtl
reHaving had the pleasure and profit tee on uniform school records and
here was blown
from attending the annual meeting of ports of the department of superin- safe in the postofflce
onen enrly today by robbers who es
the department of superintendents of tendence.
4.
It authorizes the president of caped with three thousand dollars
the National Educational Association
the department to appoint a commit- worth of postage stamps.
held at Mobile, Alabama, February
I feel called upon to make a very tee of five to formulate and report at
the debrief and Imperfect report of the do- the next, annual meeting of this de- the officers and members of
ings of what Ib considered the most partment a Bystctn of nomenclature partment.
This report Is a very general one
effective and influential organization for texts In English grammar and rechave
of teachers in the United States. Many ommends that publishers of such and there are many points which
deserved. If
of the foremost educators of the coun- texts use this system If adopted by not been given the notice
opportunity offers at some future time,
try are enrolled among ltB members, ine department.
I believe that summaries of Dr. Hen5. The department of superintendand its deliberations are noteworthy
ents approves of the use of school ry Suzzelo's report on "Economy of
and epoch making.
CommisClassified the total registration was buildings ns community centers and Time In Education," or of
on "The Edas follows:
recognizes in this movement a social- sioner Vallentlne's paper
ucation of the Indian," or of Dr. LeonUnited States government 4.
izing force of Immense significance.
Com6. It authorizes the outgoing presi- ard 'P. AyreB address on "The
State superintendents (In person or
'
dent to appoint a committee of five to ing of the Humane in Education'' will
by representatives), 31.
Investigate the present condition of prove interesting and suggestive.
City superintendents 425.
the Indians with reference to their re- Then an account of the session devotCounty superintendents 64.
lation to the public schools for the ed to "The Progress and the True
12.
WILL
RACE
BALLOON
Supervisors
con
contain
in
Pills
Kidney
Foley
Meaning of the Practical In Education"
Universities and colleges 74,
purpose of determining what
START FROM KANSAS CITY.
centrated form Ingredients of estab- or supplemental work Is prac- noteworthy mostly on account of tho
High school 30.
shed therapeutic value for the relief
address of Professor P. C. Holden of
ticable.
Principals 62.
New York, April 4. Kansas City
and cure of all kidney and bladder
the Iowa State college on "Agricu7.
thanks
of
The
this
45.
department
national
Teachers
the
selected
by
allmentB. Foley Kidney Pills are an was today
edlocal com- lture" would reveal that Industrial
to
the
67.
are
as
schools
Normal
of
expressed
hereby
America
Clubs
Aero
of
Re- council
tiseptic, tonic and restorative.
all concern ucation Is necessary to the best mento
and
Vocational
and
the
press
Manual
mittee,
International
the
which
Training
from
the
For snle by all
city
fuse substitute.
ed for the many courtesies shown to tal and moral education.
balloon race will thla year be started. Schools, etc., 23.
drugglBts.

EX- IS IT If
UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGE
THE RAILROAD TO SAN JUAN.
The New Mexican created a mild
TENSION WORK.
For yvars already there baa existof learning; !sensation on Saturday by demanding
Higher Institutions
ed a community of Interest among
the country. Include In that', public accounting be In accord-thel- r
railroad systems of the West. There, throughout
plans, present or future, the ex-- , "noe with modern methods of book- Is for Instance, the unwritten agreetension of their influence beyond the keeping and that there be frequent
ment between the Santa Fe and the walls of recitation room and labora- - Publication of the publlo receipts and
NEW MEXICAN PRINTINO
Denver and Rio Grande, dividing New tory. Particularly Is this true of state, expenditures. OfflclalB and
came and asked: "Do you mean me T"
Mexico and Colorado between each oth- institution, such as the universities,
The New Mexican had no Individer, by virtue of which, the Denver and colleges of agriculture and mechanic
PAUL A. P. WALTER,
or group of individuals, in mind;
Rio Grande has not built south or eastlurts and schools ot mines. In su;h In- - uals,
Editor ant, President.
It
had In mind a system,
No one offrom Santa Fe and which has kept the stltutlons, the faculties feel thrt their
FRANK P. 8TURGES,
ficial
has the power or the right to
Santa Fe from building Into Taos or function Is not only to educate young
a
system according to his
into Farmlngton from Gallup.' That men and young women for future use- establish
own Individual notion.
He should r
'
community ot Interest Is stronger to- fulness. They rightly conceive It, alJOHN K. 8TAUFFER,
to
the
public demand.
day than It ever was before. The re- so, to be their function to bring the spond
8eerstary-Trasur- r.
of
the Currency, at
cent freight rate decision of (be In- results of study and research to the The Comptroller
terstate Commerce Commission has people of the commonwealth
by comparatively frequent Intervals, calls
for
statement
a
of the condition .of
cemented It, has made all competition means of bulletins and publications of
Entered as Second Class Hatter at
Banta F Postoffloa.,
Impracticable, financially impossible, all kinds and by participation In those national banks. He gives no previous
A
ot that constatement
warning.
and has substituted for it
general movements which make for
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
among the great systems, now owned culture and better cond'"ons of living. dition In detail must be published
The publication, accompanlocally.
eluoii-tlona- l
$ .25
by groups ot financiers lnter-relate- d
Daily, per week, by carrier
In, New Mexico, our higher
ied
with each other.
Dally, per month, by carrier .... .76
listltutlons have tried fur years be by antoaffidavit of publication must
sent the comptroller.
65
This, In
Dally, per month, by mail
It Is this community of Interest to leallze this Ideal, and. In spite of
to the frequent visits of the
Dally, three months, by mall ... t.00
which has forced the New Mexico Cen- limited resources, they hive, In a addition
1.50
Dally, six months, by mall
tral Into receiverBhlp; has prevented measure, succeeded. This Is true par- bank examiner and audits by the
7.00
Yet, the stockDally, one year, by mall
the construction of the Albuquerque-Eastern- ; ticularly ot College of Agriculture board of directors.
26
holders of a bank are comparatively
Weekly, per month
la keeping the St. Louis, and Mechanic Arts and the University
50
few Individuals; even the depositors
..
. . .. . n
Weekly, per Quarter
,U.
Rocky Mountain and' Pacific railroad
1.00
'he popu-answWeekry, six month, by mall
out of Taos and places an Insuperable of Its work, has more opportunities to f "a
Peff"1
Wtckl.', per year .'
obstacle In the way of an Independent
of a community 'atlon; and, after all, a bank Is a
demands
the
The Weekly New Mexican Review
nterprl.e In which private
railroad from Albuquerque or Santa for methods and processes of materl-- 1
is the oldest newspaper In New MexIn the Individuals put up their own funds.
some
FAIL.
Fe
to
San
unless
Juan
The
county,
SCHOOL8
university
ai
PUBLIC
development.
WHERE
ico. It Is sent to every postofflce In
wn
. m
tne government re- philanthropist builds It. No amount h,,ii.tin. nrt Wures of Its faculty is
You expect too much from the
the Territory and has a large and
or also answering the demands made up- quires:
was
of
the
reply
given
nhnnl!"
agitation,
talking,
fraternizing
Intel(rowing circulation among the
1.
A modern and complete system
land.
banqueting will change this situation. on It for more knowledge and moie
a man yesterday who urged the manligent and progressive people of the
dnmeatlc science, school
San Juan county Is Denver and Rio rulture. As time goes on there will of bookkeeping. Many a banker could
In ...i ..i.in
carried
slit
of
"The
percentage
Southwest,
classes In San- Grande territory. It is for that reason be a still stronger call upon the lnBti- - carry his business affairs around in
the water is likewise Increasing each aardens and open-ai- r
that the Southern Pacific has sudden- tutions to direct their work toward his own hat, and yet he must put
this fact must be taken into ta Fe It is hard to get out oi iue
and
year
THURSDAY, APRIL 6, 1911.
ly relinquished the options it had se- the solution of problems pertaining to down every item, must keep an
consideration in estimating the time beaten path, out of the rut which hasot preceemed for a right ot way through San condltiflns within New Mexico as well elaborate system of books, must balwithin which a reservoir will mi up v..- - .n,n hv mnv vears
dents but they are doing It in townsJuan county; it Is for that reason that as toward the extension of general ance his books dally.
with silt.
inr
the Santa Fe does not throw a branch knowledge and culture.
At any
abundant evi big and little in other atatea. The ev- 2. He must do more.
"History furnishes
has
line or feeder Into the San Juan coun- ". With this broad
dence of the damage wrought by the stitutional public school that Bhow- conception of our time, the hank examiner may walk in
and
roof
from
garden
WHY NOT USE THE WATER OVER continuance and spread of this process
try from its nearest accessible point, university and colleges, their effective and virtually take charge of the bank,
K.,h. tr. i,mh rnnntprs and med- . ,
AND OVER AGAIN?
,
of erosion, whole countries . having
Gallup; it is for that reason that the ness will not be measured by the num probe Its most private affairs.
of the
'
Is
the.
type
leal
inspection.
Arizona ft Colorado project was fought
The opinion of the Territorial Board, been destroyed by the, washing away
still
government requires
of students alone, but also by the j
system scnooi,
school.-- . The .school
to a standstill and that Denver and ber
of Water Commissioners In the
At any time, or any day, tn
of the soil of the upper watersheds modern
them Is no I ' "Besides furnishing the means
ability shown by the members of their 'jmore.;
now
or
are
Rio
trains
Rio Puerco case, published In full and the deposition ot the debris over that does not possess
Grande
wasnrunning
spectlve faculties In gathering the comptroller may leiegrapn irora
loneer modern. There is a Wide de- -- making our schools really efficient
In the New Mexican yesterday, sets the lower valleys.
a complete statement be
crossing part of Its right of way. Yes,
knowledge which will be most useful lngton that
from the little red school- training children to earn a livelihood 1 the federal laws
Darture
a
a momentoua precedent that the
permitted
for that day; that balances
large to the
"The damage to be apprehended
kindred plan would brlnir
people ot the state and In dis rendered
house In which the three R'a were this or some
courts will have to recognize i and from this source throughout
the
corporation to own and develop the
of the be struck; that the reserve must at
insti- - more of ' the' children to the ''
to the present,
high San Juan county coal fields, then the seminating It for the welfare
which they will finally adopt, in mak- Rocky Mountain region is enhanced taught
as well as for coming gener any and all times equal a certain pertutional school, and there are some school; for were the work Invested
would be bright for finan- present
cent.
ing their decisions in water cases. The by the character of the soils, the steep
that are unsolved In this with some life, children would not be prospects
ations.
who
like
Into
those
built
the
ciers
law of Irrigation and water rights slopes of the watersheds and rapid problems
4. Even there the government does
transition, but Santa Fe BChool di in a hurry to drop It."
New Mexican Is pleased to
The
Dawson
i at present in process ot evolution; currents of the streams and the fact
coal
railroad
a
not stop. It requires the publication
fields, building
rectors need not fear that they have
of the College of Agthe
note
activity
to
Santa
from
Fe
from
the
are
ancient
Is
prein
the local paper ot that statement,
Farmlngton up
departing
THIS IS SOMEWHAT OF A
pro fallen a victim to modern fads It they
lhat much of the precipitation
jurists
ArtB In proChama river and the Canon Largo, riculture and Mechanic
cedents or endeavoring to adapt the duced by dashing or torrential rains see to it that next year Santa Fe will
whether it is a credit to the bank or
PUZZLE.
and
holding not.
crude ideas of the past to the modern
but the federal government no longer moting farmers' Institutes
The bank must pay for the pub"It would seem that the only practi have a manual training and domestic The St. Louis Times wonders
why permits development of coal fields on demonstration days. It Is pleased tc lication.
Courts are cal way to check this destructive pro- science school and will do some work eatln'" Is so
development of today.
low
facon
the
the
of
the
priced
members
university
not accustomed to cutting across lot cess of erosion In New Mexico Is to In school gardening. The spirit of tarm costlne onlv ahont 17
public lands on a large scale and In see
be reShould anything less
ulty able and willing to give lectures quired of a municipal, a county, a
that manner.
or Jumping from one doctrine to encourage and promote In every pos progress Is In the air in Santa Fe and and at the Bamfl
';
Is
tlmJ
ams
wh
given. state
places where opportunity
another, but they reach any change sible manner the restoration of the the public schools have kept pace the wav back to th. ...,
government in which every in
.. No matter, how desirable, therefore, a:
Trade shows
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1....1J v.
necessitated by a more circuitous conditions existing before It commen .,..
It would be to parallel over a shorter The Woman's Board of
dividual Is Interested, to whose supuc u
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...bib .liuu.u
crowded as the way to the dtv
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. ced; to permit and encourage the Im Inir HtMl now and It In none too soon
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port every
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In New Mexico especially, the IT. S. pounding of flood waters
which every voter is a stockhold
Farmlngton, it will not be done Inde Fe
own
his
farm
as
owning
he
can
and
Gray
President
near
future by
Reclamation Service, by filing upon possible In the upper valleys and trib for a modern manual training and do- - , w mexico ana
er?
pendently, it muBt be done by the Den the
doing his work with
Watson and Clark of the
The New Mexican believes that lothe surplus waters of the Rio Grande utaries of the large streams and in mestic science school, and to arrange modern farm machinery. But there ver ft Rio Grande or not at all. The Professors
should
It
These
lectures,
s
Denver and Rio Grande is not today In university.
cal
are anxious, if for
and the Pecos and relying upon a the lakes and natural depressions on for the construction of the building la food for
In
the
thought
not
are
the
following, financial
platitudi- no other reason than for their own
statute which It had passed under a the prairies and their use for irrigat by next fall,
position to build the line, but be understood,
nevertheless
Intend
are
but
Says the latest number of the Re
it may be tomorrow or the day after. nous platform variety,
specious plea, and the doctrine of prio- ing the uppermost lands first, using
protection and to stop effectually the
There is a great deal of room for
In the meanwhile, the plan advocat ed to Interest and instruct In those false rumors of "graft" and "extravwithout
any the return flow along with the sur view of RevlewB which reached here curious
rity of appropriation
culand
educated
and
the
which
perhaps profitable reflec- ed by County Commissioner I. Sparks subjects
limitations, acted the water hog and plus flood waters to irrigate the next last evening:
agance," to give no less frequent and
tion In a series of figures which has
HaH nn nil nmiuMMl nrivntA irrlirntlnn lower lands in turn.
at a meeting of the Chamber ot Com- tured find pleasure In studying. Judg- no less complete an accounting of
Every citizen who has the welfare
oeen
I
of
Published
sale
advance
the
tickets,
the
by
Department of merce last evening, Is the most feasi ing by
"In this way the same water can be of the rising generation at heart will
their stewardship as do the officers of
enterprises on the upper Rio Grande
ble. Let us build, first of all, a good Santa Fe will give a hearty welcome a national bank or a private bank.
and its tributaries, Including the used over and over again except what endorse the claim made by President agriculture.
to
these
audienoe
an
and
appreciative
"Through thlB Source of Information automobile road from Santa Fe to Far
But they muBt have the backing of the
Pecos.
It knew Just as well as any i lost by evaporation ; and even that M. C. Wilson, of the Alabama State
one else, that it would never need all portion will everywhere serve a valua- Normal School, In the Educational Re we find that ten years ago, the aver mington. Santa Fe county has made representatives of our State
business community.
For that reahas
age farm hand throughout the United the start by ordering the purchase of
the surplus waters of the Rio Grande ble purpose by Increasing the humid- view, that 'the public certainly
son, the New Mexican hopes that the
rrom
tne
to
our.
states
was
expect
pumicpaid; J18.33
right
per month, a modern road grade)1 "itd, Ty Its
Chamber of Commerce will make it . and of the Pecos, that it would be ity of the atmosphere and, if not causapproximately' some without board and s:2 4K ner month board of commissioners deciding to re- COAL MINING IN NEW MEXICO.
its duty to demand such an accountmany years before It would use the ing an actual increase in annual pre- jchool syBtem
as
such
results
a
these;
In
preparation
out
the
with
board.
stand
report ing and such publicity as will keep
At present the same construct the road from Santa Fe to
Three facts
waters needed to fill Its proposed res cipitation over present averages, at
a livelihood, the develop- - class of emninvi.
for
of Jo E. Sheridan, U. S. Coal Mine the
Santa Cruz. That Is the first
ervoirs, it also knew that the ordinary least causing a better distribution of mentearning
fully posted at all
of
a
moral
of
fair
fiber,
degree
Is
which
of
pub- times of what is
an
abstract
month, without board, and'119.20 per link In a superb automobile and wagon Inspector,
flow of the Rio Grande and its tribu- it throughout the year.
being done with
there
That
on
another
read from Santa Fe to Farmlngton. lished
page.
month, with board.
taries In Rio Arriba, Taos, Santa Fe, "The planting and growth of trees
their money. The day is na,st when
au
mure
a.LBr
learu
ieaviuB
s.ucui,
in
But
and
flr8t
, 6S'"UC, b This road connects with the old high- is a Bteady
and Bernalillo counties, never reach and crops and the loosening up and
gratifying growth
th,
th)
could maintain that
the office-holdof the beaut ful n art these
.
.
.
ed the place where It sought to im cultivation ot the soil throughout the appreciation
figures is that it is no wonder way to Colorado, It unlocks the gran the production of New Mexico mines; hlB stewardship is his own private af, , ...
,.,
Mexico
coal
New
for
to
demand
to
obt
that the
on aries of Taos county; It Is the key
fair and that the taxpayers be
pound the waters except during floods entire length of the valleys ot the dif rawVo. rth.und."
when parts of such flood waters swept ferent stream systems and on the have been attained in thousands of
gooa rarm nan RIo Arriba county; It will eventually la not as unlimited as Is popularly sup"V
of
ven
New
fields
tnl
the
coal
serve
and
Buttes
that
and past adjacent prairies, should have marked
'a
nonsclentlflc farm100,000 people.
day
posed,
past the Elephant
h. imi a,,m At
,h...
There are so many complaints lateCarlsbad; It knew also that the seep effect on the climate by checking the same time, It Is an open question 'nf ought ,0 ,b tt
acting a task as
The next party to be interested Is Mexico are not the largest In extent
flow
the
from
of
return
wnen scientific not San Juan county, whose
any state, sb has been so frequent- ly of the shacks and residences of
age,
Irrigation evaporation now caused by hot winds whether the school helc-a reason- - "c,us " B".iauorer.
Col homesteaders
reservoirs above their project, would sweeping over barren lands, by caus ablv larze nereentaee of children In methods are adopted on the farms, tion will be assured anyway, the mo- ly repeated in the public printB,
being burglarized that
be beneficial, would delay the silting of ing a more even distribution of Tain-fal- l these
hand should be as ment the automobile highway reaches fax county leads In the coal product-Ion- . It seems Incumbent upon county
That boys and t0 be a 0i
particulars.
of
last
its huge reservoir. Nevertheless, the
bulk
conservthe
In
an
back
and
as
year'a authorities to be more vigorous in the
and by holding
fact,
the San Juan county boundary, but It
occupation
being
girls come from the schools with lit- "imcun
Reclamation Service Insisted on being ing the 'moisture that would other tie preparation for work, is the com good mechanic.
is RIo Arriba county. The Santa Cruz output came from that county, with protection of the property of new seta dog in the manger, of tying up all wise run off In destructive floods.
in
"The
second
man
the
who
Is
an
pro tlers. It has come to pass that it is
expert in the road will Btop at the RIo Arriba coun- McKlnley county,
plaint heard from the business houses,
on the Rio
Irrigation development
On the other hand the policy advo the farms, and every class ot indus handling of almost any commodity ty boundary. There It will connect duction, falling far behind. Santa Fe, practically impossible for many homeGrande and its tributaries north of cated by those objecting to the grant- try.-- We are told:
which is the finished form of the com- with the highways to Taos and up the Socorro and Rio Arriba counties were steaders to leave their claims for a
Engle and of Carlsbad.
" 'The schools have elven the chll- - modltles on the farm as cloth, gro- - Chama liver to Abiqulu, Coyote, Galll the other counties that produced day, much less a season, without their
ing of said applications as the one
Now comes, however, the Board of under consideration, who would pre dren an 'education' which does not fit oenes, meat, leather, flower, etc. is nas, and the San Juan county bound- enough of the black diamonds to be being robbed of their belongings.
It
Water Commissioners in a masterly vent the Inhabitants and land owners them to earn a living and which in Pala Irom G0 a month or thereabouts, ary. If RIo Arriba county can be per worth while mentioning, although sev- has even happened, and not so far
Yet It should be no less suaded to put that portion of the high eral other counties have workable coal from Santa Fe, that fences, shacks,
opinion written by Hon. Charles along the Rio Grande and its tribu some cases even unfits them for this upward.
Springer, and lays down the modern taries from utilizing the waters which desired end.
The number of men employ- tents and all were stolen. These burgThe boys and girls delicate task to separate the wheat way In first-clas- s
condition, the vic- seams.
doctrine In its most advanced terms, nature has provided for their use and starting their careers as breadwinners from the tares and the parsley from tory Is won.
ed Is a few thousand, and there U laries are generally
neighborhood
in its most logical consequences.
compel them to let the waters can? may have some sort of education that the corn; to regulate the diet of the
The New Mexican Is therefore of many a coal camp in Pennsylvania or crimes and It should be comparatively
more
m
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a
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that
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their
soil
fold
for
or
young
the
help
trace them
the
officers
learning
or
It says, for Instance:
Increasing
Virginia,
easy
peace
away
pen.
the opinion, that If any banqueting Is
"The location of the Elephant Butte rents for the supposed benefit of tn or trpce, nut tney must first serve an to recognize the endless Beries
of to be done, it should be for the Rio Ar men employed than all of New Mex- to the perpetrators and to bring these
e
A few penitentiary sen- dam Is 150 miles below the lands of large reservoir to be constructed at apprenticeship on low wages or none, psychological movements of farmriba county people, It any persuasion ico, but, nevertheless, coal mining is to Justice,
they arrive at the point to ployment. And this Is not takln Intn
It Is shown that the flood Elephant Butte, would not only cause
applicant.
are to be used, they growing to be an Important industry fences Imposed in each county for
any
arguments
waters of the Rio Puerco, as Its name the abandonment of hundreds of thou- which the school is expected to bring consideration the long hours of the should be centered on Rio Arlba coun In this territory, not only for the dir- Just such offenses would work wonIndicates, carry an unusual amount of sands ot acres of otherwise fertile them. Why are children In purely farm hnnil
Santa Fe county has ordered Its ect employment it gives, but because ders in bringing about a better and
ty.
'Another curious revelation in the part to be done; San Juan county is of the possibilities it holds out for more creditable state of affairs,
slit and It Is contended on behalf of land but would probably accomplish agricultural regions given the same
course
of
study as those in mining re figures we have quoted is that the
In the
applicant that the diversion and stor the destruction, within a comparativeready and wiling to do Its part, bul future industrial development.
or manufacturing centers?
value of board in the country Is esti- Rio Arriba county hasn't even been meanwhile, let it be understood, that
Estancla now has two daily news
age of such flood water and the use ly short time, of the Elephant Butte gions
As
as
school
far
preparation goes. mated at only
thereof to irrigate his lands will not reservoir and the great Irrigation en-abqut $7 per month
asked; On to Tlerra Amaiilla there- not every seam of shale that crops out papers, one published In the morning
the boy from the school in the mining
and this, we believe, includes laundry fore, to convince the officials and peo of the ground 1b a mint, and that it and the other In the evening. Estan
be detrimental to the Elephant Butte terprlse to be served by It ,
town or the manufacturing city is
lot of money to de cla Is blessed in possessing philanThe members of the Board believe
project; but that It will, on the conas well prepared to earn his work. The farm hand is a notorious ple of Rio Arriba county, that the takes a whole
quite
trary, be beneficial to that enterprise, that the wisest policy Is the one which bread on the farm as the boy from hand at the table. Given a round at building of a road from Chamlta up velop and make profitable a coal mine. thropists. As a business proposition,
two daily newspapers In a town of less
because a large portion of the muddy will cause the least damage and per the rural school.'
the basin on the porch, wherein to wet the Chama, will help to make Rio Arwater so diverted and utilized will mit the utilization of the waters of
Aa reeardu
moral. trAinin, th. hlB lalr. and the bone comb tied to Its riba county the richest county in the UP TO THE DEMOCRATIC HOUSE. than 600 people would make the Judicome back Into the river as clear New Mexico so as to accomplish the writer of the article under notice "
B
Delegate W. H, Andrews Is letting cious grieve, but It is a good thing
Commissioner Sparks has
y 0,8 a"PPln8 cut" " .territory.
'
water by return flow from the land greatest good to the greatest num cannot see that the schools give any thelr;wonted order, and he needs only not only the right idea but It is a prac- no grass grow under his feet, On for Estancla and Its people, and as ''
It is claimed that most of ber of people.1
a place for the concealment of his tical one, which alone will bring the the first day of the special session he long as purse and credit hold out, Es-Irrigated.
. , -- 'V
better raison d'etre.
" 'We hear It said, not In defense feet, and he Is good for two or three greatest results In time, for the de was on hand with his Joint resolution tpncla will have the distinction: of be-1- 1
Even aside from that, the opinion
the silt carried In the water to be
It puts the ing the only town outside of Albuquerimpounded In the reservoirs of appli- demonstrates that the Rio Grande sur but in the way of boasting, that our pounds of 'hot eatln' "
velopment of the Espanola and the to admit New Mexico.
cant can be eliminated by means of plus flow Is many times greater than great public-schoo- l
"If the farm hand can be fed (with Chama valleys, will sooner or later Issue squarely up to the House. If it que In New Mexico that has two dailsystem promotes
It ies. That Is distinction enough for
sand gates in the diverting canal be- Is needed to fill the proposed Engle morality by demanding punctuality In extra attention thrown in) for $7 per bring a standard gauge railroad from tacks Arizona to the resolution,
'
tween the point of diversion and the reservoir to be finished eight years attendance, accuracy of work, honesty, month, It seems to 'us that we have an Farmlngton, and It will be built by may be taken as proof that the Demo- any village.
not to let New
are
determined
crats
It says: .
Denver
the
respect for the rights of others, and extraordinary
and
Rio
Grande
place ot storage, while there is no hence.
railroad,
strong
arraignment
That Chicago should have 400 factor
practicable method of preventing the
"Taking the high estimate of 3.4 subordination of individual good to against our ancient foe, the middle but In this Instance development has Mexico In because It Is Republican,
Taft ies and office buildings without ad
Teachers man."
to come first, as It had to In San Juan for they know that President
desposltion ot the s.lt In such reser- - acre feet of water for each of the 180,-00- community Interest
acres of land proposed to be ir know that the public school docs
voirs as that to be constructed at
county, before the Denver and Rio would veto any resolution that admits equate fire escapes and that even the
Arizona with Its present constitution. federal building there has not a single
Ohio has adopted the Oregon plan Grande built to Farmlngton from
directly rigated under that project, which is none of these things directly. On the
Elephant Butte, by dam
If the House, however, passes the res fire escape, Is a sad commentary on
cross the bed of the river.
the maximum requirement of 1 cub- contrary, It encourages
lying and of electing United States senators bj
olution as Introduced
by Delegate American
"It 1b a generally accepted fact with-l'- l ic foot pel1 second flowing constantly cheating by Its mechanical methods popular ballot, and constitutional or
municipal
Inefficiency.
of
promotion, it stifles
by unconstitutional, the people will have
and
the knowledge of the members of during the usual Irrigation season.
The Board of Regents at the Mill- Andrews, It can be taken as estab- Given a big town that Is wide-ope- n
kind
of
Its
while
were
sin governed by such political rings as
arbi their way eventually, whether It be tary Institute would have stultified lished that the Democrats
espionage,
the Board that under normal condit- 120 days, for 70 acres of land, the
not
are
to
calculated
rulings
promost
In Ohio or In New Mexico, The lit-ti- e Itself had it not upheld President Will- - cere as to their pledges and promises Tammany, and you have the
ions, where waters are used for Irri- total requirement for the 180,000 acres trary
Ab
after without allowing for any return flow duce morality of any shape.
reactionaries can stop the wheels Bon and the faculty In expelling mu regarding statehood for New Mexico. favorable conditions for graft and ingating lands along a stream,
to
for
the
of
one
to
lights
respect
not
others,
object
several years of application a large from these lands, would be 612,000
of progress or the squadrons of ad- tineers and ruffians.
efficiency that can possibly be proThe Incident The New Mexican docs
needs only to compare the conduct of vanced
at the admission of Arizona, It Is distinct- duced In this age of enlightenment
week
portion of the water bo applied each acre feet per annum.
Estimating the the
thought as little as could per- which occurred this
American
home
from
away
boy
no
see
can
It
and civilization.
of water from the great
secutors of Galileo and of Copernicus Washington State College, is merely ly In favor of It, but
year will be returned to the stream annual run-of- f
Two no- watershed of the Rio Grande in New for his holiday with that of boys of keep the people from learning
by percolation and Tun-ofbut another Instance that a reform logic or Justice In tying the fate of
that
almost any other nationality, to realThe benefit of the Impending deMexico above Elephant Butte, some
table examples of this are cited:
the earth do move.
school or Jail and not the ordinary ed Arizona to that of New Mexico unless
ize how far short he falls In considerIt becomes necessary to do so In order velopment and exploitation
"One is a district along the Chama 2C000 square miles, by comparison
of the
are
ucational
the
Institutions,
plaoe
ation for the feelings of others, and
me approval of the Secretary of for those young men who are ruffians, to have New Mexico admitted, which Baca grant, west of Santa Fe, should
river In northern New Mexico where with reported run-of- f from other water even In
matters
of
good
ordinary
for
In
counIs
the
of
a
come
the
In
not
case,
Republican
tne interior of the first New Mexico bullies or incipient criminals.
the Rocky Mountains
This Is
there are number
part
tq this city.
diverting dams sheds
Smartness
and knowing'
Senate and the Republican President the logical outlet for the region so
In
and canals at varying Intervals, each try where measurements have been breeding.
ness are desiderata, not quite dig Carey Act project should result
former
the
in
rich
of
themselves,
dam and canal diverting all the water recorded for a long series
the rapid development of the million
years,
undeveloped resources and the
One of the significant facts In to- have expressed
nity and
and the latter directly, in people should make every effort to
normally flowing In the river at that it seems reasonable to expect that
"The same writer draws an equal acres set aside for such projects In day's municipal elections in Kansas, Indirectly New
run-off- ,
Mexico's
constitution
new owners make Santa Fe
return
established
flow
of
such
the
the
favor
Thus far the projects California and
i,mva
together with surplus and Iy unfavorable conclusion In the mat- this Territory.
Colorado
point; yet
is the
from the lands Irrigated under each flcod waters from the watershed of ter of
under
that
for which bo much large part that Socialism and Prohi- and, therefore, the admission of this their headquarters from which to con- Act,
Whereas
many
scholarship.
and prepare
was promised for the Territory, have bition play In them. Socialism Is a Territory, while both have pronounced duct their operations
canal furnishes sufficient water tor the Rio Grande In Colorado, will Germans who have learned
English In
,
the next lower canal.
greatly exceed the annual requirement their schools speak It fairly well, met with all sort of delays and diffi- permanent IsBue, while Prohibition Is against the admission of Arizona un-- their products for market.
"Another well known Instance is the ot 012,000 acre feet for the Elephant read it with ease, and consume a sur- culties but the success of the Lake nn Issue that will disappear 1:1 a few der the constitution it has formulated.
The city authorities are doing well
Arkansas Valley In Colorado where, Butte reservoir.
prising amount of good English litera- Charette project In Colfax county, years, when the entire Nation will
"A run-of- f
problem lfl' the new crossings they have laid.
Here Is a mathematical
by means of return flow, the area of
of only two inches or 106 ture, comparatively few of our
should encourage further Investment have banished the present srstem of
night-owl- .
How many They should continue in this work unsome
land which can be Irrigated from the acre feet per square mile of the
0
graduates can speak German under the liberal provisions of the Act dispensing Intoxicants, Just as It has for
waters of that stream Is being rapidsquare miles of watershed in Intelligibly, or read it outside their which has been the cause of enormous conquered the Bale of opium and co- headaches and swelled heads did it til every crossing in the city is one
Similar results have New Mexico
make Isaao E, Emerson, the that affords a clean and dry passage
would produce over
reclamation
ly extended.
development In states caine by prohibition that covers the take-tbeen observed and reported in many 2C00.000 acre feet of water per an
It any kind of weather,
bromo seltzer king, a millionaire?
"But at least lr
sale of narcotics and poisons.
making of good 'Hke Idaho and Montana.'
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other districts where Irrigation has
been practiced for a number ot years.
"Another Important fact has been
observed and frequently commented
deupon by engineers and writers
scribing the flow of streams In the
that
Rocky Mountain region, i, e.,
when the waters of the many tributarour
were
ies forming
rivers
Impounded and. retarded by countless beaver
over
marshy
dums, by being spread
places and grassy slopes and when
everythe exhuberant vegetation
where held back the water and caus
ed It to penetrate more deeply Into
the soil, the fldjw of the streams was
much more constant, the water car
ried comparatively little silt and there
was little damage done by floods. But
since the destruction of the beavers,
the killing out ot the underbrush and
the ranges
grass by overstocking
with cattle, sheep, goats and other ant
mala, and the deforestation ot man!
mountain water sheds, the waters
come down In' torrential floods caus
ing great and' constantly Increasing
damage by erosion ot the soil.
"This erosion increases by a Sort of
geometrical progression as each year
the vegetation Is destroyed over great
er areas and the amount ot erosion
through each stream and arroyo is In
creased by its extension and the for
matlon of hundreds of new branches
cutting deeper and further Into the

Measurements of the flow of
num.
the Rio Grande at the state line have
been made from time to time and
Bhow that a large quantity ot flood
water oomes down from Colorado alThe estimate ot two Inches Is
so.
the measured runless than one-hal- f
off of the watershed of the Galllnas
of the runoff of the
and about one-fift- h
Rio Grande watershed In Colorado, as
estimated by United States Gsvern-men- t
engineers.
"From these estimates It appears
that there Is unappropriated flood
water available."
Why, therefore, continue thlB "dog
in the' manger," this "water hog"
cannot
policy, which proclaims: "If we
use the water nobody else can have
The New Mexican, the people
it!"
of New Mexico, and men who are
ready to build big irrigation works
on the Rio Grande and tributaries
with their own capital, the real friends
of the Engle project, appeal to the
new Secretary of the Interior, to revoke the order of one ot his predecesot
sors, a man much hated on account
his arbitrariness and autocratic aloofness, and lift the embargo which Is
on
staying the hands of development
the Rio Grande and its tributaries.

citizens and In creating a reverence
for the law the schools must be dolus
their part. Not so,' according to the
article under notice.
'"We do not respect our laws, un
less we approve of them; we openly
claim our right to violate those that
we disapprove. Public oncers charged with their execution plead Inability
to enforce them because of their unpopularity. There is a strong feeling
that penalties for crime may be evaded, and when evaded, the commission
of a crime Is felt to bear with it no
Inhered! turpitude.
In all of the
schools the children are taught civics
with the purpose of making good citizens of them, hut apparently with, results as .fruitless si those pf efforts
'
''
in other directions,'
"As to the remedy' for the existing
state of things educational have we
a't imbibed In our schools the American spirit of hurry and rush? 'We
hurry at our meals, our pleasures, our
devotions, our business, and our
schools, where we deny ourselves
leisure for reflection, comparison, digestion, assimilation and enjoyment.'
There must be hurry on the part of
both teacher and scholar to get the
day's work through, and no time for
practical application of the day's les
sons. What might be done to better
matters Is, Instead of dropping some
ot tne subjects from the curriculum,
s '"'Kin
ue . propoBea,
to rorDeat
cramming all this intellectual food
o each Individual, or to give It
"mailer amountB, so that some part
vu .uujdul imm uo naBiuiuuieu,
"'We might better follow the ex
ample of the Germans by differentialIng the schools, having one kind for
commercial, anotner tor agricultural,
another for trade education, combin-.rvthi- r
'"8 In ach school work with some
Bor of apprenticeship In the work
be followed by the child after leaving
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It 1b sheltering a successful school, U. 8. ATTORNEY MORRISON
Ing. Mr. Miller will remain In the
The'children were preparing for the
country three or tour days and desires CAREY ACT
WIN8 NOTABLE VICTORY.
FOUND
to learn as many ot the facti and con
this
closing examinations thinking
would be their last week ot school but 8ult of the United
dlttons aa he can In regard to Irriga
States Against
tion conditions, proposed ditches and
Sanchez
Superintendent
arranged
Grant Construction Company
CLEAN
A
with the school directors tonight on
CLAY BANKS
applications. It Is Mr. Miller's object
Involving $45,000.
our return to Roy for another month
to do everything he can to hasten the
at
Plalnvlew and another at the
U. S. District Atorney Joseph E.
construction ot ditches In this county.
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Jppan the latter part of the
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pupils of the Allison mission school, month.
from many
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The primary cause of Rheumatism results from weak kidneys, constipavate Irrigation companies.
Mrs. Thomas B. Stewart, wife
Mnnte, Mabel Sawtelle, Marie Uarela,
of several months with her daughThese
By knowing the area of a watershed, tion, indigestion, etc., forming impure accumulations in the system.
Isabel Olron and Josephine Barela.
ter, MrB. Harroun, in Mexico City.
Its character, sloe, altitude and lo- sour nnd ferment, causing' uric acid, which is absorbed from the stomach and
met yesterday aft- Socorro Chieftain.
Fifteen
Club
The
The conli'Jcncc lelt by farmer! and
This chnnges the. circulation from a thick, rich
LADIES.
cation, and having the record of an- intestines into the blood.
aaraencra In 1
ernoon at the home of Mrs, Thomas.
accus
themus-cle- s,
Mrs. M. C. Mechem entertained her
nual precipitation for that lopallty, fluid to a thin, acrid stream, depositing inflammatory matter into
would Have been impoi; sirjie to kci in
We can promise you a clear, clean The meeting was called to order by
of
MIbs
Abbott
The longer the blood is allowed to remain in this
Albuquerque,
friend,
nerves, and joints.
any sc?(!s two aenra ol years
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skin and a beautiful complexion if you Mrs. March who read the clnb prayer. the first of the week. Miss Abbott Ib
s
become.
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severe
the
made
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will
more
ago.
Gradually the
conservative estimnte of the quantity impure condition
science of iced
use ZEMO and ZEMO SOAP according Roll call was answered by quotations, the daughter of Judge Abbott of the
muscles harden and lose their elasticity, the joints begin to stiffen, and frewater
of
available.
growina.
to directions.
Mrs. Newhall read a paper on "The Albuquerque dlBtrict. Socorro Chiefcalculous deposits form knots at the finger joints. There is just one
In the case before us it appears that quently
ZEMO is a Bkln beautifier and a sci- Southern Republics of South Ameri- tain.
way to CURB Rheumatism, and that is to cleanse the blood, of the uric acid
of
area
of
the
the
the
Raywatershed
Mlas Dorliska Crandall, who has
entific preparation for the treatment ca." Miss Massie read a story. Cut-ren- t
poison. S. S. S. , by removing every particle of the cause and TURIFYING
ado from which water would flow to the
S. S. S. eliminates the uric acid
events closed the. program. The been spending the mid-terblood, cures Rheumatism permanently,
vacation
of eczema, plmpleB, dandruff and all
and
of
diversion
the
works
apstorage
because it is the greatest of all blood purifiers. It filters out every trace of the
diseases of the skin and scalp. ZEMO meeting adjourned to meet April 28, with her parents Superintendent an''
always do 1
d
plicant and others having canals and sour, inflammatory matter, cools the
exactly what you
blood, furnishes the mateSOAP is the nicest, best lathering an- with Mrs. Walter, Miss MaBSie to pre- Mrs. Crandall, returned this morning
unect of them. For sale I
reservoirs for Impounding waters, la rial for multiplying the rich, nutritious corpuscles of the circulation, and
lo Colorado Springs where Bhe is at
tiseptic soap you ever used for toilet side.
fERRY'S Mil SEED I
everywhere.
141 square miles of foothill and moun- by its fine tonic effects assists the system to rapidly overcome the effects ot
I ANNUAL Free on request
or bath.
Eugene Brady O'Neill, an attorney tending the Colorado College.
tain country ranging from 0,200 to the disease. Special book; on Rheumatism and medical advice free. S. S. S.
and of Phoenix, Arizona, passed Umy yesHon. Jose Ortiz y Pino of Galisteo,
Sold by druggists everywhere
D. M. FERRY A CO., Detroit, Mien.
Tfffi SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., A TLANTA, CA.
11,000 feet elevation above sea level, is for sale at drug stores.
in Santa Fe by The Capital Pharmacy. terday on his way to Washington, D. member of the boards of county and
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. RHEUMATISM

and keep
operators are taking greater Interest qulrement that he examine
such rejection, as stated In his de- ment with this Board agreeing to rec
tlmeB
ot the said Board
than ever before In the safety and hie place well timbered at all
such
water
the
that
priority
ognize
applied
cisions,
being
GOAL
tonOF
comfort ot the employes, and in line and be satisfied with a smaller
for, being specified In the three ot Trustees and its assigns and to TONIO
IN ACTION
QUICK IN RESULTS
with other efforts for the safety of nage. To offset the lessened output,
notices filed by the Supervising Engi- either dismiss his said appeal from the
Give prompt relief from BACKACHE,
the men and the preservation ot pro- the price paid lor mining should be
neer of the U. S. Reclamation Service decision approving the application of
memor-anduIN NEW MEXICO perty they are maintaining
a
to make
better dis Increased
on January 2, 1906, and no part there- said Board of Trustees or consent to KIDNEY and BLADDER TROUBLE,
all
of
within the mine
As a result fatal and non
cipline.
of having been released, were not sub-ec- t s decree recognizing such priority, In RHEUMATISM, CONGESTION of the
and
found,
fatal accidents have greatly decreased I dangerous conditions
to further appropriation under the case of the final approval ot his appliKIDNEYS,
INFLAMMATION of the
the rate should record It In a book kept for the
cation No. 346.
Abstract of Report of U. S. durln thfl Paat two
Conflicting Claims to Them laws of New Mexico.
BLADDER and all annoying URINARY
0' fatal accidents for the fiscal year purpose near the mouth of the mine.
t
i
The other objections to the approval
ci
102, Laws of 1905, which
Chapter
ended June 30, 1908, was 9.26 per
Firs Bosses Should Bs Required
inspector onenaan iur
Adjusted by Water Com
authorized the filing of such notices of these applications being thus dis- IRREGULARITIES. A positive boon to
Shot flrers should keep a record of
thousand persons employed; for tne
Fiscal Year
did not provide that waters so sped posed of, we come to the question MIDDLE AGED and ELDERLY
missioners
year following, 1909, It was 5.66 per dangerous, condemned shot holes,
fled should not thereafter be subject whether there Is unappropriated water PEOPLE and for WOMEN.
'housand employed; and during the with the name and number of miner.
to further appropriation by any one available therefor.
H. M. Beatty, Little Kock,
'
Ark,,
TONS past year, 4.89 per thousand employed For a continuation of such dangerouB
THAN
3,000,000
IMPORTANT
OPINION else unless formally released by the
It appears from the reports of the sayB. "For two years I have been MORE
be disshould
miner
much
Is
It
the
This
than
rate
JWRIEN
practices
greater
proper officers of the United States,
Government Engineers and of engin- troubled with severe kidney trouble.
should be, and is primarily due to lack charged.
Chapter 102, Laws of 1905 was ex. eers employed by the applicants and The pains across my back and over
accidents to be report
Handed Down by Hon. Charle pressly repealed by Chapter 49, Laws from other evidence presented, that my hips were so bad that they almost Production Steadily on Increase of laws which by discipline can be en Allto nonfatal
the mine Inspector each month,
ed
forced,
meant death to me St times. I used
W!k
rlCof
,
also
which
authorized
1907,
of
the
1.11
waters
flood
considerable
"
WIIM
Session
quantities
Springer at Latt
Mines That
Suspended and Mines as well aa all fatal accidents.
filing ot such notices by the proper of of the different water sheds of the several well known kidney remedies
Leader.
of Board.
That Resumed Work.
which gave me no relief until I UBed
Frequent nonfatal accidents indicate
ficers of the United States.
(Beo. 40, Pecos and tributaries are
available
mines suspended laxity In care and discipline. If they
The following
Chapter 49, Laws ot 1907); but fixed for each applicant and can be utilized Foley Kidney Pills, and these I can
The coal mining Industry in New operations during the past fiscal year are reported and measures are taken
The New Mexican herewith reprints s limit of three years from date of without materially Interfering . with liuthfully recommend as they have
for their prevention, more serious acmade me sound and well." Sold by Mexico during the past fiscal year has for the reasons stated:
the complete opinion ot the territor- notice, within which time plans for the water
of the others or of all
supply
Anthracite mine, No. 3 opening, cidents may be avoided.
continued the onward and prosperous
druggistB.
ial Board ot Water Commissioners, the proposed work must be filed In the the Carlsbad
or other water
A tentative draft of the many neces
stride of the seven preceding years. Madrid, N. Mex., Developed area
written by Hon. Charles Springer, In office of the Territorial Engineer, users.
' project
called Las Vegas project or Las Vegas The gross production of the territory worked out.
sary amendments and additions to the
the appeals from the decisions ol the and provides that unless plans are
N.
The point of diversion described In Irrigation District
United States Geological Survey, with
was 3,293,486.41 tons; 'amount used: Lower Peacock mine, Madrid,
Territorial Engineer, rejecting the ap- filed within that time the waters spedthe application of Mr. Andrleus A.
an- - Mex. Coal too low; inside haulage the recommendation
that such laws
Such approval should also contain In operating mines, 38,633 tons;
plications of Andrleus A. Jones, Ur-to-n fled shall become public waters sub
above
90
miles
of
the
Is
too long.
for passage by Congress.
amount
alack
'unwashed
of
Jones,
point
be
the
that
the
proximate
presented
thereunder
proviso
D.
permit
and
to
Water
Lake
Company, J,
general recommendation
ject
diversion described in the application shall not be exercised to the detriment and coal Bent to coke ovens, 802,670
Bernalillo County.
Sugarlte mine, Raton, N. Mex.
The Act of Cnogress known as the
McCanne, and Fort Sumner & Pecos
of Urton Lake and Water company, of any
net tonnage of coal shipped to Lease expired; reverted to owners;
From the several remnants of the
assotons;
firm,
person,
corporation,
Reclamation
Act
Land Company,
Section
being applications
(Statutes 32,
and D. J. McCannes, which are 125 ciation, board or district
coal measures found in varioua parts
having prior market, 2,433,739.98 tons; estimated will resume.
Noa. 3C4, 424, 395, 405, 407, 436, 170, 388) provides that the Secretary of the
miles above the works of the Carls- rights to the use of waterB of said value of net product at the mines, $3,-The following mines resumed
of Bernalillo county and In adjacent
Nos. 364, 424, 396, 406, 406, 407, 436, Interior In constructing such works, bad
These figures show an In- - Hons: Gray mine, Capltan, N. Mex.; counties it Is evident that the greater
stream system.
project,
waters
tor
be
of
shall
the
laws
the
421,
410,
411,
422,
governed by
170, 190,
Flood waters from a large drainage
part, if not all of Its area, once conAs the identical project described crease of gross production of 512,396,-- , Brilliant mine, Brilliant, N. Mex.
States
of the Pecos river above the Carlsbad respective
and Territories
Coke Production.
tained workable coal seams.
area flow Into the Pecos below the In application No. 424 Is fully pro- 59 tons, or 18.42 per cent over the
Buch
are
situated
wherein
works
as
Irrigation Project.
Antonio Sedillo Grant.
The demand for coke was restrict- The Increase!
Mr. Andrleus A vided for hv thA nnnrnvnl nf nnnllna. preceding fiscal year
of
works
diversion
to
water
use
and
the
of
to
appropriation
'
As theBe applications all relate
On the Antonio Sedillo grant three
Uiobs of the Urton tlon No. 346, the decision of the Ter of nflt Product of coal shipped to mar ed by lack of progressive conditions
Jones
above
and
It
on
been
stated
and
has
the
of Water from the therefor;
appropriations
B.fi-tons, or m.98 per ai me s;nemuK worn, ui .us ouuiu-tlo- coal seams outcrop, but only the midproject and a still lar- rltorlal Engineer in rejecting applies Ket wa
Pecos river and tributaries and were highest authority that the status of
and dle one Is thick enough to be worked.
The increase in value in net western States and Territories
flood
area
Nn 421 is affirmed Y,t withnni cent.
ger
discharges
drainage
to
as
United
the
the
States,
approprla
all rejected by the Territorial Engiwaters Into, the Pecos below the lat- prejudice to the right of applicant to tonnage of coal shipped to market was Mexico, due to a stagnant copper mar A slope has been driven on this to a
water
use
tlon
and
of
for
such
works,
neer at the same time and for the
In addition to the coal ket, and the outlook Is not bright for depth of 30 feet The seam dips about
ter works and above those of the have the same reinstated and ...h.ti. $744,478.66.
same reasons, appeals were consoli- Is the same as that ot an Individual Carlsbad
There is also a tilted for No. 346 subject to the same 'nipped, 397,102.10 tons of coke were increased activity during the ensuing 26 degrees.
project.
user
or
owner.
water
land
dated and heard together.
Tocco Mine.
That the coke manufacturing
i
shipped the value of which waB $1,189.- - year.
h.
It will hardly be questioned that If large drainage area In the high moun- iimi(.tinn
Several openings have been made
On October 22, 1910, Andrleus A.
tain country at the head of the Pecos der of approval.
9C5.62, making the total value of coal Industry in New Mexico exhibits a
a
had
enacted
law
the
legislature
Jones filed In the office of the Terricoke shipped $4,693,870.53, an in- - healthy condition Is demonstrated by in small seams of coal In calcareous
below
The decision of the Territorial En- and
granting to Individuals or corpora and also on the Calllnas river
In
on the south
torial Engineer bis application No. 346 tions the
the works of Las Vegas
Irrigation gineer In rejecting application No. 395 crease In value over the preceding the Increased production shown in- - shales and limestones
ot
no
such
filing
privilege
eastern flank ot the Sandla Mountain
the table below. While a greatly
for permit to appropriate waters of tices and
of a stream, or of District, from which flood waters flow of the Urton Lake Land and Wate. fiscal year of $776,758.69, or 19.79 per
up
tying
creased consumption ot cone can noi Range, but the only one from which
the Pecos river and some of Its trib- all the streams in the
for Into the Pecos above the diversion company, and application No. 436 of cent.
utaries for the purpose of Irrigating an Infinite time within Territory,
works of the Jones project.
The production of coal and coke be reasonably anticipated for the near coal is marketed Is the Tocco.
to
In
which
D.
McCanne
are
J.
1'
reversed
it
and
Colfax County.
200,000 acres of land designated In the
pace with the demand, although future, a permanent demand for the
It is shown that a very large per ordered that said applications
vestigate and determine whether or
Noj kept
Colfax County again leads In the
all the coke ovens in the Territory product of all the ovens now erected
application by means of a system of not they cared to undertake, or could centage of the waters of the Pecos 396 and 436 be consolidated and
not operated full time.
The de- - in Ne wMexico may be considered production of coal In New Mexico,
canal b and storage reservoirs, and for or would raise and Invest the neces sink 'and are lost In the porous, tilted
as one application for penrlt were
with 73.28 per cent of the total output
was due to assured.
developing power for manufacturing, sary capital for the construction
of limestone strata exposed in the river to appropriate waters of the Pec is creased demand for coke
Coal mining by machinery does, not ol the Territory. The gross output was
lighting and other purposes; the quanto utilize such waters, such bed In several places below the diver river and tributaries not to exceed the restricted operations of the copper
works
e
3
mines and smelterB of the Southwest appear to gain In favor with the 2,413,499.60 tons, an Increase of
tity of water being 1,400,000 acre-fee- t
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1910, J. D. McCanne and Urton Lake projects, no plan for large scale In other localities, that, by the waters of the Upper Galllnas river,
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has 'o the surplus waters of the Into Kb or their canals
The made compulsory on the miner; re
ny signs of discord shown.
Isio, ;rrea.oui;;7ape..o river. Mr. Jones filed a ..ate- - for irrigation of lands under the so diugglsts.
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EIGHT

perhaps 30 year, of age, lying on the
track near Campana, IS miles from
No evidences of Injury
Tucumcarl.
were shown. A theory of death was
that It being a cold night, the man had
laid down upon a bed ot warm cinder,
which had been raked from an engines
and bad died ot carbon monoxide ga.
poisoning. The body was taken to
Campana.
Hlg-ginHlgglns at Las Cruce. Fred
of Roawell, the special mounted
policeman, who shot and killed guard
Tranquillin Lopes, at the Dona Ana
county Jail a few weeks ago and who
was held to the grand Jury in the sum
ot 11,000 Is ar Lns Cruces until after
the grand Jury adjourns.
Mining Han Held for Assault Some
week, ago Louis Rondolfo Goldbaum
of El Paso, acting as agent for California capitalists, located 011 several
claims of the Victoria Mining and Milling company's property in the Organ
mountains, claiming that the original
owners had not complied with the law
lu reference to assessment work. Yesterday In Justice of the peace court,
R.
Goldbaum claimed that John
Thompson, manager for the company,
had threatened his life and Thompson
was placed under peace bond, of
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(Continued from Page Seven.)
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found within a few hundred feet of
each other in the same coal Mam.
Eight coal seams, ranging from one
foot four inches to five feet tlve Inches
In thickness, have been shown by
shafts and drill holes, but the principal development has been upon the
been
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1911.
H.
bas
holding
Pope
THURSDAY, MARCH 30,
Lucas or White Ash seam and upon
Roawell
court
for
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at
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As the
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the Cook and White seam, the larger
numerupdecided
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math of his arrest at Albuquerque
seams In the field.
,
Grlecms
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The
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the
Juries
Jose
of
spring
drunkenness,
on a charge
Cerrillos Anthracite Mine.
federai and territorial courts
go filed a complaint against Deputy term of
This mine, furmerly known as the
Sheriff Jacobo Gomel for assault with were drawn. In the case of Carrie
intent to murder.
Lucas mine, is located at the town of
Kyle against Lacy H. Kyle, Judgment
Postal Bank at 8llver City Silver Ior divorce and giving custody of Lu
Madrid, N. Mex., in T. 14 N R, 7 E.,
been cUe Lillian and Lois Kylo to E. S.
City, In addition to Raton, has
New Mexico principal base and meriu
designated for a postal savings
dian. The mine is operated by the AlHooper until further orders. Ines Gon-b- y
HitchComPostmaster General F. H.
Caballero. In
.eninnt Franr-larbuquerque and Cerrillos Coal
cock.
Blsbee, Arizona, is also desig- wh,ch plalnUtt a8keili through habeas
anthracite coal is
pany. A first-clas- s
bank
nated as an additional postal
corpuB( for po88eBsion of her
produced, the demand for which ex
ceeds the present capacity of the
(0ld daughter, the defendant in the
seven ior insane
nPIred to he In the nos
mine. A new slope Is being junk,
tlents Tuesday were admitted to the session of one Nicolasa Ocon, wife of
known as No. 4 slope, which has atterltorlnl hospital for the Insane at the man who claims to be the father
tained a depth of 1,450 feet; average
Las Vegas. Six were from Grant of the defendant. The case was din
develdip, 15 degrees; this) slope will
county and are Geronlmo Gutlerrei, missed as to Nicolasa Ocon and plain
op a hitherto unproven area and add
Jesus Monge, A. W. Davis. Vicente tiff
brings action against the man
considerably to the lite of the mine,
Agullar, Lucinda Ayars and Alblna
to be the father of the child.
as the development thus far IndiIcon. The seventh patient was from claiming
In Carls
.
cates. SyBtem of mining: Rooms are.
Colfax county and Is Crestlno Rode-giro- This case comes up Saturday
bad.
turned off main slope alternately on
$200, which he gave.
room
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Billy
La. either side, 60' feet apart; the
Automobile Beache.
Caught In Belting "Uncle
Fo.ter
necks are driven 75 feet, crossing
Newspaper Change at Las Cruces
On Monday afternoon the fine
Roberts, an old timer of Colfax counCruces
man ways and air courses parallelel to'
of Gabriel A. Pax, former manager of
ty, had' the misfortune to get one
large automobile owned by O. A. Fos main slope, before widening the
uuwu, uu
his lees broken at Baldy, toinj uw u
of the Rio Grande
ter,
publisher
one-hawidth of rooms, 25 feet; length
interest In El Llempa,
county. The accident was caused by
arrived in Las Cruoes from rooms;
of rooms, 400 feet. The coal 1. shot
his being caught in the belting of SpaniBh paper of Dona Ana county.
The automobile was driven
Raton.
ot black
some machinery which he was tend-- j
pgttor for Roswell Church The by Harold Hague and brother, who off the solid, 33,000 pound,
used during the year.
Ing, causing him to be thrown In such r8V .r g Brlney, now of Lexington, had with them their Spanish "Print- powder being
a manner as to sustain a badly tract- m0-- i nas accepted a call recently ten er." The narty left Raton nearly two The shot holes are stemmed or tampured limb." Cimarron News.
dered to him by the Christian church weeks ago and visited Las Vegas, San ed with slack and coal cuttings, the
shots.
New Attorney for Albuquerque
ot Ro,weu
It is expected he will ta Fe and Albuquerque.
The roads miner, firing their own
M. J. McGulnness, a former univer- De tnere tQ flll tn pulplt neJt Sunday. were
The mine was operated 273 days
and mountainous.
rough
very
sity student, waa given a temporary
Frj0les D. M. Burt and son were causing the boys to have numerous during the past fiscal year; number of
bar certificate ny juage ira a.
yesterday and delays.
up from Progreso
Rain also Interfered with miners employed underground, 30;
examlInclud
bott at Albuquerque, after an
Drought in 2,500 pounds of beans for their travel.
Springs were broken number ot men underground,
In
nation by Thomas N. Wirkerson.
sale ,or wnlcil they received seven and other mishaps occurred, but the ing drivers, tlmbermen, and all others
certlftorder to receive a permanent
centg per pouna. They have also
away not engaged In digging coal, 7; total
cate Mr. McOuinness must pass an pIante(j goo pounds for their crop this plucky fellow, kept honking
the car In good con- persons underground, 37. Nationality
with
arlved
and
01
ooara
tne
Dcrore
examination
ui year. Willard Record,
ItalThe distance covered was Oi those employed underground:
dition.
examiners. Attorney McGulnness nas
The Rio
Rio Grande Presbytery
ians, 75 per cent; negroes, 15 per
close to 500 miles.
studied law for the past two years in Grand
Presbytery will meet in the Las
cent; other English speaking people,
'
Deserter Arested at Tucumcarl
the office of G. S. Klock.
Cruces Presbyterian church on April
10 per cent. Ninety per cent of the
Ravmond Carver, the United States
Holding Patient's Trunk Alleging
and all others employed un- who was arrested In Tucum negroes,
soldier
Pastors from all the
ot ' derground, could write, as shown by
a
on
L.
R.
Patterson
charge
unlawfully by Mrs. Lissie N. Higgina days.
carl
by
and disto vouchers.
Three men
of the Las Vegas hospital, ent churches will be present
desertion from his regiment, has been signatures
ln
v.-plevbpanisn-speakin- g
were employed
outside,
Miss K. Rose Savage has instituted re--i cuss urn vm.uu
returned to Fort Bliss, Texas, to his
native, of New Mexico, all
proceedings in the court of work.
command.
of whom could write. Total output,
Justice Vigil at Las Vegas, who has; . High Water In Rio Grande The
Tucumcarl High 8chool in Contest
of all sizes,
34,675 tons, consisting
set Wednesday, April 5, as the date whimsical Rio Grande greatly augmen- en
has
school
Tucumcarl
high
The
from slack to
lump, and all shipfor the hearing and has ordered Mrs. ted
the rapid melting ot the mountof
American
the
contest
the
tered
to market; average price per ton
Higgina to be present at that time aa Bnowa i8 a8Sumlng the proportions
an award given the ped
at the mine, $3.30; total value of coal
and show cause why Miss Savage's 01 s torret.
For the last week the peace league for
on
"The
words
3.000
of
best
to
essay
property should not be returned
shipped, $114,097.50. The increase of
onlme 0f waler coursing down the
significance of the two Hague peace tonnage over fhe' tonnage (estimated)
her.
regular bed of the stream has been conferences."
santa re i,ome. r.r
for the preceding fiscal year was
lncreasing until It Is now reportea
advertisement of the principal cities
MONDAY, APRIL 3, 1911.
tons. The demand exceeded the
bound8 0Ter much rf thfi coun.
. of New Mexico is to be undertaken at
While
Ro.well
at
Another Suicide
production. The mine Is equipped with
AlDuquerquf,
at
from
once oy me.saum r
a
the
danoe
a
Ranger on bis way home
Old
hoist; an exhaust fan,
at double, seven feet diameter, furnishes
Fe. a. the capital and one of the most
pa88ed tnrough National Guard Armory at Roswell,
Mead
In
the
interesting cities is the first, within
o'clock
one
morning,
is
home after
The escape way
ventilation.
yterday returning
ten day. the railway will have Issued;
took strychnine
throught the old workings ot No. 3
,offinor8e thieves to, Abo. Blair, aged 20 years,
50,000 folder, devoted exc uslve y to
near Corona in whiskey and died after intense opening. This escape way 1. not ap.
Santa Fi and Its immediate vicinity.!'"
screams atInagony, his heart-rendin- g
proved second opening, but it Is
tracting a large crowd who vainly tended to sink another slope farther
sought to allay his sufferings.
to the south, which will be connected
Arrested on Sertojs Charge Mar with No. 4
slppe by a cross entry
to be illustrated. Next year the Santa
or heard of. The officers iano Nepomusemo and Demetrlo San f"om the bottom of the two slopes.
seen
last
" are now gearching the mountains and chez of Las Padillas. Bernalillo coun
re wm issue ou uw
.u.lun.u
Cerrillos Bituminous Mine.
IM vegas ana iue
that hofnp. manv days ty, were arrested by a deputy sheriff of
The Cerrillos (bituminous mines are
will be captured. Wlllard Lincoln on the charge of having in
the
thieve,
amount ot advertising." Las Vegas
Record.
their possession stolen horses. Both operated by the Albuquerque and CerOptic.
Thirty8ewer
Its
men demonstrated that they bought rillos Coal company. Included In the
Extends
Roswell
..
-.
Canto
oute.4
feet
the horses In good faith and were production of these mines are the
hundred
w.
P
Lower and Upper Peacock
the
of
put
released.
,
shortly Issue a finely illustrated fold-Death of Huao L. Ooldenbura Hugo mines and the White Ash mine. The
subdivision, between Second and
er on Santa Fe and its attractions,
streets
Goldenbure. a prominent resident Lower and Upper Peacock mines are
Fourth
I.
and
Third
and
Third
the copy for which has been furnished
lies
are
lines
of
already
Water
Quay county, died at El upon the same coal seam, which
Roswell.
Tucumcarl,
at
Thous-'
Twitcheil.
by Colonel R.E
about 24 feet below the White Ash
are Paso, Texas.
connections
all
and
laid
distributed
practically
be
will
and. of copies
Peacock
When the sewers were
She Ceased to Love Him Jacobo seam. The Lower and Upper
throughout the east. The Chamber completed.
mine openings are about 2.C00 feet
of Commerce will furnish some of the put In two year, ago, that part of Brito has filed suit for divorce in the
are situated
and the city was practically unsettle! At district court at Las Vegas
against apart. All three mines
photograph, for the pamphlet
He alleges in T. 14 N, R. 7VE., New Mexico prinPresident Samuel G. Cartwright is al-- the present time there are twenty new his wife, Aurella Brito.
Thickness
so arranging to publish a Santa Fe' houses and about the same number that .be has ceased to love him and cipal base and meridian.
of coal seam, about two feet to two
county folder from the local stand- j0f ones willing and ready to connect ordered him out of the bouse.
deof the permit and
Married at Santa Rosa May Chat feet seven Inches; dip of seam, 15
point and for which there Is great at onoe. The-prio- e
Should there ham, aged 15 years of Montoya, Quay grees; character of coal, bituminous.
demand and need. The Bureau of Im-- in8pecuon will be $6.
The Lower Peacock mine has been
those who do not wish to make county, and W. Ernest Summers, aged
migration has pledged itself to pay
one-hal- f
of the expense of such a tappings, there Is an ordinance In the 25 of Bowie, Texas,' were married at opened by a main drift entry across
The
folder.
cltT books which will have quite a Santa Rosa by the pastor of the the dip for a length of 2,100 feet.
mine is ventilated by a furnace. OperCourt at Socorro The grand Jury per,ua8lT! power,
Methodist Episcopal church.
at Socorro made its final report yes-- j
Arrested for
Forgery Boyd Pon ation of this mine was suspended
Forged Noi, while Drunk Cecllo
terday. The Jury was in session for 0arcla about nineteen years of age, der of Alamo, Guadalupe county, was March 18, 1910, because of the cost
ot mining so small a seam and transeight days and examined into a large
ar're8ted gt RoaweU charged with
given thirty day. In Jail by Justice of
number of cases, taking the testimony L jf
who l8 a faith-o- f the Peace McDonald for forging a porting the coal so far underground.
.,auan
Garcla,
insome one hundred witnesses. Twen- ..8
, th. whlt.man Bro...
the money and The production from this mine Is
true bill, were returned and store was critically sick at home. money order,toobtaining
cluded with the production given UpIt
the
leave
country.
attempting
seventeen no bills. In its report the
Young Garcia, who is no relative of 1. believed that the TJ. S. District At per Peacock mine.
grand Jury called the attention of
The Upper Peacock mine Is opened
elder Garcia, It Is claimed, forged torney will prosecute further in the
the
trivial
of
the court to a large number
a slope 750 feet in length, gunk
L. Whlteman asking him federal court.
A,
note
to
by
a
The
to
attention.
cases brought
its
In cash, which he
Barkaeoer Shot Down In Saloon
upon the coal seam on same dip.
time of yesterday', session of the Juan two dollars
In the afternon he was In the Mortally wounded and attempting to Rooms are turned off the main slope
district court was largely taken up did.
on the escape from a lone highwayman who every 50 feet. The room necks are
with an effort to secure a Jury for the act of receiving three dollars
walk- had entered the Viaduct bar, in the 70 feet in length, driven across the
trial of John Beal and Thomas G. same plan,.wn the sick man
man was drunk.
shadow of the Sixteenth viaduct at back entries or air courses before
Putnam, who are charged with the ed in! The young
Butte Power
Utilizing Elephant
Denver, Fred J. Mellow, the bartender widening out; width of room necks,
killing of John Clark, a saloonkeeper
of Mogollon.
Tne tragedy occurred At a Joint meeting of the board of gov- fled from the saloon to the baggage nine feet; length of rooms, 300 feet;
at Mogollon last August and attract- ernors of the Elephant Butte Water room of the union Btatlon just before width of rooms 25 feet; distance ' bt
ed considerable attention at the time, Association and the El Paso Water midnight.
He died as he reached the room centers, 50 feet.
0
the people of Mogollon being sharply Users' Association, held at El Paso shelter of the station.
The coal Is shot oft the solid,
divided on the question of whether the plan which has been under conPlant Sold The
Socorro Light
pounds ot black powder being
or not the officers were Justified In sideration by the board of governors nlant of the Socorro Electric Light used In the Cerrillos bituminous mine
using their guns. The defendants nf the two association, for the de- - and Power company was sold to the operations during the year. The shot:
were members of the territorial jvelopment Bnd utilization of the power bondholders, C. T. Brown, Joseph holes are supposed to be stemmed or
mounted police force, who had been In connection with the dams and the
Price, James G. ; Fitch, and E. A. tamped with fire clay gathered In the
sent into the Mogollon country to ferBonds were issued two years rooms.
a corporation to be form- Drake.
canals,
by
ret out various alleged crimes which
One fire boss Is employed to Inthe union of the land owners ago to raise money to spend in improved
by
had been committed in that vicinity nnAvr t It A twn flflROClatlOnS. W88 T6- the plant which is now fully up- - spect the mines before the men enter.
ing
during the year.
The mine Is equipped with a
and giving the beBt of service,
the most
Court at Raton-Am- ong
steam boiler, and two
loot only a few minutes opera- CruceLa,
having
Raton
at
continued
L,
important case,
ha8 a flourl8htg brancn Ion In the past year. The property hoisting englned (one
of
the
was
term
that
"3
for the
Territory
a
f Amcrlca,
bid In by the bondholders at a and one
8c0utg
01
''"
vs. Charles Carter, charged with the
oc -The mine operated 259 days during
h.,- - fPmed figure of 117,700.
murder of William Kelly In the sa-- i
promises to be-- ,
org.nli.tlon
Marquez Killed by Deputy Sherif-f- the year; average number of miners
loon conducted by Carter and Burn.-"Prof. J. H. Wagner, Antonio Marques, Indicted by the employed, 30; day men, including dri'come popular.
n.- 1 'am
Socorro county grand Jury last week vers, tlmbermen, and all others underUl
quarrel took place between Carter and pni)i:tlli; will hid
lead the boys and ex- for assault with intent to kill, was ground not digging coal, seven; naschools,
Kelly, a tight ensued, and Carter shot
to take them on some camping shot and instantly killed by deputy tionality of persons employed under
Kelly, killing him almost instantly. pects
The charter mem
criff Francisco Luna y Chavez, near ground, Italians, 35 per cent; Spanish-speakinthe trip this summer.
Immediately upon empaneling
weBtern
native of New Mexico, 25 per
part of
,.ntl, 1v fn, ho iofm lilrlira Unh. bers are a. follows: Francis Burke, Suit Lake In the
Park Socorro county, while Marquez was re- - cent; Slavonians, 10 per cent; ne
erts Instructed the schriff to bring In Charles Cormany, Dale Lane,
On January 24 Mar groes, five per cent; other English-speakinRiatlne arrest.
J. B. Humphreys, alias "Arkansas,' lilrdwell, i,awrence neuy,
Mitchell,
Edgar quez shot a man named Carlos Telles
lieople , 25 per cent, 98 per
as the first case for triul would be Hoaglnnd, Ralph
and face during an cent of whom could write, as Indithat of the Territory vs. J. B. Hum- Rhoadps, Arthur Buell, Virgil Baron, through the mouth
altercation near Mangus in the west cated by BlgnatureB to vouchers. Avand Louis Isles.
phrey and Henry Furr, indicted Joint- Hurry
Resigns At a ern part of Socorro county, and It. was erage number of men employed outCollege President
ly, for the larceny of $:is,000 from the
at meeting of the board of trustees of for that crime that he waa mulcted. side of the mine, eight; nationality,
AVells-FargExpress company,
Spanlsh-Biieukinnatives, 75 per cent;
French, Colfax county, on May 14, Western college at Artcsia. Eddy
people, 25 per cent,
Constipation brings many ailments English-speakin1908. In the case of the Territory vs. county. Dr. Strother, president of that
In Its train and 1. the primary cause all of whom could write.. Total out
Elbert O. Harmon, charged with the Institution tendered bJs resignation
bowels
Keep your
Island
Rock
put, 24,139 tons; amount used In operImprovements The of much sickness.
murder of Thomas Salazar In the
will escape ating the mine 650 tons; 4,381 tons
town of Springer some two years ago, Rock Island railroad from Santa Rosa regular, madam, and you
women
were used In operating the anthracite
with many of the ailments to which
District Attorney Remley aBked that to Amarlllo will be ballaBted
Constipation is a very mine and the railroad between the
the case be passed until the latter gravel this summer, and for this pur- are subject.
Y switch has already been put simple thing, but like many
simple mine, at Madrid and the Atchison,
part of the term, when he would an- pose a
to serious conse- Topeka and Santa Fe railroad at Walnounce what disposition would be had in at the company's pit at Obar east things. It may lead
a
often
needs little do, N. Mex., three miles distant; net
Nature
quences.
of the cawi Elbert G. Harmon Is now ot Tucumcarl.
when Chamberlain's product shipped to market, 19,208
Dead
Besides
Track
The
and
Found
assistance
Mora
Mound,
of
resident
Wagon
a
on one, of the Dawson freight Tablets are given at the first Indlca- - tons; approximate price per ton at the
county, where he Is In the real estate crew
trains report the finding of an un- j tlon, much distress and Buffering may mine $1.85; total (Value of output,
business.
an aeaiers.
Increase of production (esti
Court at Ro.well Chief Justice known dead man, neatly dressed, of be avoided, hoiu uy
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mated) over tonnage for preceding
fiscal year, 3,008 tons.
All sizes, from slack to lump, are
shipped. The coal Is sold In the towns
of New Mexico and in the El Paso
market, the product of the mines being shipped over the Atchison, Topeka
and Santa Fe railroad.
Lewlsohn Mine.
The Lewlsohn mine is located In the
the N.
the 8B. 4 SW.
8W.
sec.
NE.
2
and the S,
8E.
31, T. 13 N 9 E., New Mexico principal base and meridian. The new slope
SW. 4 Beo. 32, T. 13
1. In the NE.
N. R. 9 E. The mine Is about 16 miles
from San Pedro. The lump coal Is
hauled by wagon to Clark station on
the Santa Fe Ceatral Railway, three
miles distant from the mine, and Is
shipped by rail to Santa Fe, N., M
and to other points along the line ot
the Santa Fa Central Railway, where
it Is sold for domestic purposes. It 1b
of near-balso sold to Inhabitant,
g
district, and
towns In the
when the gold and copper mines and
smelter of the Santa Fe Gold and Copper Company are operated all of the
slack and smaller sizes are Bhlpped
by wagon to the works of the company
and used for steam purposes. During
the past fiscal year there has been
comparatively little done at these
metal mines and but little demand for
the product of the coal mine.
'
The mine Is owned by the estate of
Leonard Lewlsohn and operated by
the Santa Fe Gold and Copper Com'
'
pany.
Two coal seams are disclosed by the
development. The main slope I. unk
to a depth of 350 feet on a seam three
feet thick, dipping 15 degrees. The,
lower foot of the seam is bone and the
upper two feet Is coal, with a strung
sandstone top. At a depth of 300 feet
in the slope a crosscut has been run
into the roof, showing nine feet of
strong sandstone, above which Is an"other seam of coal five feet thick. The
lower foot of this coal seam Is bony,
with four feet of clean coal above;
strong sandstone roof. The principal
development has been on the upper
seam.
A horse whlnr Is used for haulage
natural,
from the mine; ventilation
through second opening. System of
working, single entry, room and pillar.
Average number of men employed un
derground, five: average number of
men, Including drivers and all' others
working underground not digging
coal, two; one man employed outside,
All employed are natives of New Mex
descent, and
ico of Spanish-speakincould write, as shown by signatures to
vouchers. The mine was operated two
hundred and twenty days; produc,
9
n Ann
J
'
a ueuiJUW3
vi ovu.u
UJus,
tlon 3,Ud5.Y
tons from the preceding year; price
per ton at the mine, $1.50; total value
of product, $5,458.05.
8lerra County.
Coal Is known at several places In
Sierra county on the plains on the
eastern slope of the Caballo mountains. Several prospect shaft, and
hole, were
one or two diamond-dril- l
unk to prove the value of the field,
but tie coal bearing rock .trata are
.0 much, disturbed, broken, or eroded
that in every Instance development
work was soon stopped.
Socorro County.
Coal mining In Socorro county was
not as prosperous during the fiscal
year as the capacity of the mines
would warrant. Total output, 60,185.-7- 1
tons, a decrease of 5,579.74 tons
from the production of the preceding
fiscal year.
"Our baby cries for Chamberlain's
Mrs. T. B.
Cough Remedy," writes
Kendrick, Resaca, Ga. "It Is the best
for
cough remedy on the market
sale by
coughs, colds and croup. For
all dealers.
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Taft has accepted the honorary presi
dency of the international peace
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One Magazine
and

One Newspaper
are indispensable to every person
:;
... of intelligence.

.....

'

The "one magazine" ts CURRENT LITERATURE, because
it alone sweeps the whole He'd
of human thought and action In
"
''
both hemispheres.
It contains a monthly review
of the world's news; quotations,
from and comments on tne
press ot the world; numenus
Igraphic cartoons and other
and
llustrations: photographs
conbiographic sketches ot the
of the
spicuous personalities
admonth; the most recent;
vances in science and discovIn
ery; the noteworthy events
and
art;
religion, literature
critical reviews of the best ficmusical
tion, dramatic and
works; a page of the best humor
and a condensation of the leading play of the month.
from
It gatherB Impartially
every field of human though
and activity thoBe facts which
and
are best worth knowing
degives the reader a clear, well
fined and illuminating view ot
what the whole world 1b doing.
CURRENT

LITERATURE

GREATEST

OF ALL
TONICS
BECAUSE

GREATEST OF ALL
BLOOD PURIFIERS
Any system that needs a tonic needs also a blood purifier, for It Is
the weakened and impure condition of the circulation that Is responsible
state of health. We have only to recognize the
for the run-doimportance of pure, rich blood in preserving health, to realize the danger
of a weakened or impure circulation. The great majority of persons
are rapidly coming to understand the importance of preventing disease:
they know that a poorly nourished system cannot resist germs and
microbes, and that a tonic which purifies and enriches the blood will
often ward off a serious spell of illness later on.
That Spring is the most trying season on the health is a fact well
known to every one. It is the time of year when our constitutions are
required to stand the greatest strain, and unless the system receives
the proper amount of blood nutriment the health is bound to be affected.
The general bodily weakness, tired, worn-ou- t
feeling, fickle appetite,
poor digestion, etc., come directly as a result of weak, watery blood.
If you need a tonic, you need a medicine that has real blood purifying properties. A great many so called tonics are mere nerve stlirw
ulants, often producing instantaneous exhilarating effect, but acting
with decided injury on the system. If your system is weak and rundown you can only tone it up by supplying an increased amount of
blood nutriment, and this can come only through pure, rich blood.
Any tonic which does not purify the blood is dangerous, because it leaves
the impurities in the circulation to constantly prey upon the health.
S. S. S. Is the greatest of all tonics because it is the greatest of all
blood purifiers ; and it is the one medicine you can rely on to supply
the system witn tne nest tonic
e ffects and at the same time thorFEELS BETTER IN EVERY WAY
The
oughly purify the blood.
& S. S. Is a good medicine. I keep
ise of S. S. S. at this time may
It in the house all the while. It is an
ave you from a long spell of excellent
tonic to give strength to the
sickness, and it will certainly presystem and tone to all the physical
pare you for the strain of the long members. It gives appetite anil
one feel better in
hot Summer.
Many people have energy and makes
every way. I have found it also an
put off using a tonic until the sysexcellent blood purifier. For months
tem became so weakened it could
1 was troubled with an itching skin
not resist disease, and have paid
eruption on the face, and tried many
for the neglect later on with a specialists and many remedies to get
butS. S. S. in the only medicine
spell of fever, malaria, or some acure,
that seemed to relieve. 1 am now free
other debilitating sickness. S.S.S. of Ulis eruption. I think a great deal
is Nature's ideal tonic and blood
of your medicine, believing it to be
best blood purifier and tonic known
purifier. It does not contain a the
to the world todny.
particle of mineral in any form,
MRS. FRANK HORNER.
nor does it contain any of the
1330 East Seventh St, Canton, O,
that
deleterious nerve stimulants
are: used in so manv medicines
called tonics. S. S. S. tones up the stomach and digestion, rids one of
the tired, worn-ofeeling, improves the appetite ana digestion, ana in
everyway contributes to the upbuilding and strengthening of the
S. S. S. is absolutely safe for persons of any age, and
entire system.
all who are in need of a tonic will find this medicine exactly suited to
their needs.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA, GA,
-
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NEW

HA8 NO
REPRESENTATIVE.

MEXICO

Work of Resurvey of Eastern Boundary Is' to Commence Early
Next Month.
Samuel R. Scott of Waco, Texas, is
the commissioner named on behalf at
the s'tate of Texas to work with P. M.
Cockrell of Missouri In
Mexico boundary line.
the Texas-NeImmediately upon receipt of Governor Colquitt's notification of Scott's ap
pointment, General Cockrell confered
with the officials ot the general land
office at Washington, and it was determined that the work would be
The commla-- i
started next month.
sioners, Cockrell and Scott, will meet
at Monahan, the nearest station on
the Texas and Pacific railroad to the
southeast
corner of New Mexico
where work will begin. The surveyors, linemen and rodmen and others
who will be sent by the general land
office to do the field work will meet
with the commissioners there.
The commission Is charged with remarking the boundary line, replacing
monuments which have been destroyed, but not marking out a new boundary line. Tbey will work northward
from the southeast corner first, this
Mr. Cockrell
line is 210 miles lang.
says that he expects to travel along
with surveyors and camp out with
them all summer.
He Is the representative of the United States apthe
Mr. CockPresident.
pointed by
rell, who gained the military title of
general as a commander of confederate troops , in the Civil War, said
the experience, no doubt, would take
him back In- - memory half a century.
He could not say whether he looked
forward with pleasurable anticipation
to the work, as there undoubtedly
would be some hardships encountered. Mr. Cockrell Is 77 years of age.

OFFERS
LAND FOR 8ANITARIUM.

MR. NAQEL
'

M. J. Nagel, formerly park commissioner of Missouri, and who owns a
good deal of land near here states
that he will give a hundred acres to
the Grey Nuns of Montreal If they
will establish a- sanitarium here and
thus assist In advertising the climatic
With
the
advantages ot Santa Fe.
land he offers to give the commodious
stone building, orchard and reservoir
on the tract,
Mr. Nagel owns 80O acreB of land
at the foot of Talaya hill, southeast
of Santa Fe and which Is considered
an Ideal location, commanding as it.
does, a magnificent panoramic view.
ALLEGED

HE BROKE
INTO BANK

A man named "Jimmy" Hayes, is
In custody, so It is reported this after-

noon, for having broken into the
Bank saloon and gotten away with
J80 In cash.
Some clever detective
work was done by Jake Levy. Whisky,
of a new brand, which had not yet
been sold in town and of which the
Bank saloon was the exclusive van-doIs said to have been found In the
possession of Hayes, and he la also
said to have a big rent in his coat
made in crawling out of the window
'
after the alleged burglary.
MICOOVERNMENT

DEMOCRATIC

OF DENVER COUNTY.
' Denver, Colo., April 5. Members of
the Woman's club charge that the
women prisoners at the county Jail
spend their time loafing In the corridors, playing cards and smoking cigarettes. They charge that many of the
prisoners in the women's ward are
compelled to wear the prison garb of
jiUj'U inmates.
,,,

WHEN GOING

EAST OR WEST
use the

r;pAipi
pio
Shortest

Line to Denver,

Q

Colo Springs and Pueblo
-

TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT
CITY OFFICE IN

for one year $3.00
NEW MEXICAN

NEW MEXICAN DLDC-

REVIEW

(or one year $2.00

Both

for

OR

$3.00

UNION DEPOT.
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